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WHEATNET-IP KNOWS WHAT TO DO...SU YOU DON'T HAVE TO
Whether you're networking two studios in the same building or two buildings across town, award -
winning WheatNet-IP has you wired. It's as simple as plug and play - drop a BLADE and a control

surface wherever you need a networked console or drop a BLADE wherever you need to route audio
or automation data WheatNet-IP configures itself and you're up and running. Since the core of

every BLADE contains the DNA of the entire system, you have the ultimate redundancy right out of
the box. Simple. Ultra reliable. AND - this may surprise you - WheatNet-IP is the most economical
professional system you can get. Each WheatNet-IP system is made in the USA and is backed by
the years of experience that have made Wheatstone the number one name in networked audio.

If you're thinking IR think WheatNet-IP. Only from Wheatstone.

whia.cntrtcorme, ALIOID NETWORKING -SIMPLY EVOLVED
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When was the last time you touched
something that looks this good?

The new iMediaTouch Version 4.0 is here.
Radio Automation Digital Logging Internet Sol stions

Please come see us at the 2010 Radio Show in Washington, DC -Booth #47

iMediaTouch
Contact our sales department today at 888-665-0501

or via email at salesimediatouch.com

00 Watch a video demo of
iMediaTouch 4.0 in acticn!
www.imediatouch.com technologies
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The ultimate low cost, point-to-point and
multipoint stereo IP audio codec

Perfect for STLs, backup audio links, IP audio distribution, STL
confidence monitoring, temporary remotes, multicasting
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WSTW-FM to Receive 2010 NAB HD Radio Multicast Award
The station's Graffiti Radio features a variety of styles, including indie rock, funk, synth Ho)
pop and hip -hop.

BIA/Kelsey Again Updates 2010 Radio Revenue Projections
The update is a small increase over previous projections.

FCC Encourages Broadcasters to Enroll in Disaster Information Reporting System
The DIRS program provides the FCC with situational awareness about which licensed broadcast stations are operating
during, and immediately following, a disaster or large-scale emergency.

Radio Revenues Increase for First Half of 2010
The significant increases across all radio sectors were led by digital and national spots.

Texas Broadcasters Honor George Marti
The RPU and STL developer has many broadcast achievements to his credit.

Media Monitors: PPM Use Alters Spot Set Timings
Stations are adapting to the new rating measurement system.

NAB Proposes Performance Fee Terms
The NAB Radio Board reiterated its strong opposition to the pending bill in Congress, while agreeing that it is appropriate
for NAB representatives to continue discussions with Musicfirst.
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on this issue's cover and you could win a

3 -pack of Hosa MCL-125 mic cables.
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ABI Research: Digital Radio Installed Base
Will Approach 200 Million by 2015

ABI Research says about four million HD Radio receivers will
have shipped in the United States by the end of 2010.

SBE Ennes Educational Foundation Trust
Announces 2010 Scholarship Recipients

Winners were chosen from applications received by July 1,
2010, from the previous 12 months.
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Newsletters Keep You Informed

The weekly Radio Currents, the twice -monthly Digital Radio
Update and twice-monthy New Products Extra put the latest in
radio technology in your e-mail inbox. Subscribe today.
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The Radio Currents Weekly Podcast brings the headlines
to your media player.

Today in Radio History
Radio broadcasting has a long history of landmark events.
We're updating it all the time, too.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.
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Back -door
mandates

In early August, the NAB published its ideas on proposed terms for the
ongoing debate about performance royalties for terrestrial radio stations.
The organization has been fighting the performance royalty issue for

some time. The NAB had been fighting by opposing any performance royalty;
however, that stance has been softened to include some compromise in the
station payment terms.

But there was one item in the list that stuck out.
In the list of terms was a stipulation that Congress
should mandate the inclusion of FM radio receiver
chips in all cell phones. This is another issue the

NAB has been pushing for some time, but now
it is being attached to the performance royalty
debate. It didn't take long for this to be noticed
in other industries.

The FM receiver inclusion is OK with the RIAA,
who is part of the royalty discussions with the NAB.
With the NAB conceding on paying something to
the record labels, the trade-off of having a radio
in every cell phone sounds like a fair trade. Sta-
tions pay more for the music they play, but stations

Your Story Is Out There.
Grab It LIVE with ACCESS!
In Chile, it was business as usual for the BIO-B10 LA Radio team. They'd been using
ACCESS to cover the presidential elections as well as international broadcasts of the.
Libertadores Cup from Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela. Then tragedy struck in the
form of a devastating earthquake. The team was there, with journalist Maria Carrasco
reporting live as well as working with the police to help enable communications usirg
a Comrex ACCESS.

Whether it's business usual or providing essential coverage of breaking news, you can
always be where the story is. And you don't need a full crew to grab it. Wherever you
are, you can be live on the air, creating pinpoint, relevant programming that keeps an
ever-growing number of listeners glued to their radios.

ACCESS PORTABLE lets you send studio -quality live audio, real time to an
ACCESS RACK at your studio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular
(EVDO/UMTS), 4G WiMax, satellite and more to make any remote
broadcast really stand out.

There's nothing more immediate than local- connect with your audience
from anywhere with the easy to use, handheld ACCESS PORTABLE!

IP  3G  Wi F,  4G  BGAN  VSAT  PSTN  DSL

ACCSS>
STEREO BRIC IP CODEC

THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR
REMOTE BROADCAST

www.comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Toll Free: 8)0-237-1776  e-mail: info@comrex.com



VIEWPOINT
also get a significant boost in the number of radio
receivers being carried everywhere.

Up until now opposition to the inclusion of FM
receivers in cell phones has been mild. But now
that it's tied to the royalty issue, the Consumer
Electronics Association and CTIA are furious.

One of the selling points for adding the receiver
is that it has an inherent public safety benefit.
Most people carry their phones all the time, and
when an emergency hits, they can use the radio
feature to get information. In times of crisis, the
cell phone networks tend to be overloaded and
are not reliable. The public safety aspect seems
to fit with the Commercial Mobile Alert System
mandate already in place.

The tech industry cry is that the FM chip mandate
is not about public safety but is instead about
"propping up a business [that] consumers are
abandoning as they avail themselves of new,
more consumer -friendly options." The opponents
go on to say that "It is simply wrong for two en-
trenched industries to resolve their differences by
agreeing to burden a third industry-which has no
relationship to or other interest in the performance
royalty dispute - with a costly, ill-considered and
unnecessary new mandate."

The NAB issued a reply noting that other coun-
tries have added radios to cell phones, 239
million Americans tune to terrestrial radio every

week, and seven million new radio listeners were
added last year.

Is a radio a wanted feature in a cell phone? I
could not track down a statistic, but if it wa:, strongly
desired I think it would have been added already.
Would an analog FM receiver be a huge drain
on power and add weight and cost? It would
odd to the power demand, but not very much. FM
receivers are much more common in GSM phones
outside the Unites States, so it's not a significant
design issue. Now if the receive' has to induce
HD Radio, there are other issues.

The biggest advantage would be to provide
instant -on emergency alerting, wh ch is somethirg
that has been lacking in every consumer device
except a weather radio.

The overall idea of adding a radio receiver -o
cell phones has merit. Unfortunately, the back -door
deal from the NAB and RIM has not made it a
popular idea for those who would be forced to
implement it.
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Smith chart
basics By Jeremy Ruck, PE

Upon initial look, the Smith chart appears to be quite complicated. Although
the basis for the chart is deeply rooted in complex variable theory, you
do not have to be a graduate -level mathematician to appreciate and

have a solid working knowledge of the chart. While calculation methods can be
performed via computer or calculator with a greater degree of accuracy, the Smith
chart still remains a venerable and useful tool for the RF engineer.

One good working definition of the Smith chart is that it is simply a graphical
calculator for normalized impedance and associated RF parameters. When
impedance is normalized, it is related to a reference value as a multiple. For

obvious reasons values of 50 and 750 are the
most common bases utilized. In the simplest form,
if 500 is our reference value, then 50, 100 and
250 normalized would become 10, 20 and
0.50 respectively.

Impedance is a measure of the opposition of the
flow of current in an alternating current circuit. It is
the complex sum of the resistance and reactance
components, and thus, in ac circuits describes not

only the ratio of voltage and
current, but also the rela-

tive phase angles.
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Figure 1. The Smith chart

Impedance can be written a number of different
ways; however, you probably will see the Cartesian
forms below more often than not.

Z = R + jXZ = R + jX or Z = R -jX

The difference in these two equations results from

the flavor of reactance. Inductive reactance is defined

as positive, while capacitive reactance is negative.
The reason for the sign change is how voltage and
current are related in inductors and capacitors.
Recall "ELI the ICE man" and that voltage leads cur-
rent by 90 degrees in an inductor and vice -versa in
a capacitor. Finally, note we are only considering
positive resistance values. Negative resistance values

do occur with some regularity in directional antenna
systems; however, they are not manifested in passive

circuits and not represented on the basic Smith chart
as we will infer shortly.

The details
The Smith chart (Figure 1) is constructed from

three families of circles. The first family of circles
are tangent to a point on the right side of the outer
circle along the center horizontal line. Each of
these circles has a constant normalized resistance
value. As one moves along any particular circle,
the resistance value of the impedance will remain
constant, but the reactance will vary.

The second family of circles is that of constant re-
actance, which are tangent to the same point as the
constant resistance circles but are rotated clockwise
or counter -clockwise by 90 degrees. These circles
form what appear to be arcs on the basic chart with
positive or inductive reactance lying above the center
line and the converse for capacitive or negative reac-
tance. Reactance is a frequency dependent quantity
and can be calculated by the following:

jX = 211fLjX = 211fL or -jx = I
211fC

The third set of circles is not normally visible on
typical versions of the chart save for one element.
These c.rcles form the constant reflection coefficient
circles and are concentric radiating out from the
center of the chart. Although not strictly correct,
these circles can also be thought of as constant
VSWR circles because of the relationship between
the reflection coefficient and VSWR.

The reflection coefficient varies from a maximum
of -1 through 0 to 1. A perfect short is realized by

10 September 2010 RadioMagOnline.com



a reflection coefficient of -1, while 1 represents a

perfect open, and zero a perfect match. Since a
perfect open or short is not usually realized, it is

usually more accurate to represent the reflection
coefficient, denoted by r, with a phase angle.

The reflection coefficient is then related to the load

impedance (4), characteristic impedance (4) and
VSWR (s) through the next two equations. The abso-

lute value bars in the second equations are necessary

to force the VSWR value to a positive number.

I Z, -z,d
S=an

1 +111
+ 1-11

A perfect short is nothing more than an imped-
ance of 00, while a perfect open would be an
impedance of infinite 0. As we move from the right
side of the chart to the left side, the normalized
resistance values decrease from infinity to zero.
Thus a perfect open is represented by the point
along the horizontal axis on the right side of the
chart while a short is the corresponding point on
the left side of the impedance chart.

Both of these locations represent a reflection
coefficient with a magnitude of 1, so the outer
circle of the Smith chart corresponds to a reflection
coefficient magnitude of 1. A wave encountering
an open circuit is reflected back in phase, while
a short is 180 degrees out of phase. So we can
see that rotating around the outer ring of the chart
relates to the resulting phase shift, and we are able
to plot points and directly read the phase shift.

The locations on the outer ring of the chart up
and down from the center location, which has an
impedance of 1+j0Q, the reference value, are a
90 -degree phase shift. These locations intersect the
00 resistance circle at +j 1 and 110, resulting in
normalized impedances of 0+11 and 0110. These
are an inductor and capacitor respectively and cor-
respond to the known phase relationship between
voltage and current in these components.

There is also a scale for the transmission coefficient,

which is the complex sum of 1 plus the reflection
coefficient. It is not as widely used as the reflection
coefficient. Outward from these two scales are the
wavelength scales, used in transmission line calcula-
tions. They show that one full rotation around the
chart corresponds to one-half wavelength.

Below the chart in Figure 1 there are several radial

scales. These scales function as rulers, and can
be utilized to make measurements based on items
already illustrated on the chart. Typically included
are scales for SWR, attenuation, return loss, and
transmission and reflection coefficients.

A calculator
Calculations may be simplified using a ZY chart

(Figure 2). On the ZY chart, the impedance Smith
chart is overlaid by its admittance Smith chart,
which is created by rotating the impedance chart

RF ENGINEERING
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Figure 2. The ZY chart

by 180 degrees. Aaultian of components in series
moves the impedance along a constant -esistance
circle, while shunt or parallel addition moves the
impedance along a constant conductance circle,
which is the analog to the resistance circle. With
a T or pi configuration, nearly any impedance
can be matched to another.

Even when not performing design calculations, the
Smith chart provides an excellent method lo visualize

issues with antenna systems. A simple sweep may
illustrate a greatly elevated VSWR. This measured
quantity, flat across a range of frequencies, certainly
demonstrates the presence of an issue with the system;

but where is it located? From a Smith chart plot a
relative location may be discerned. If the plot shows
large diameter circles centered on the midpoint, then
the impedance mismatch is distant from the genera-
tor. If the trace results in a compact circle slid off
center, then the reflection is close- to the transmitter.
In an ideal world, antenna systems would closely
approximate a dot in the center of the chart.

For almost 75 years the Smith chart has been
a mainstay of RF engineers. Its construct really
is quite remarkable, and its ease of use is one
reason for its continued relevance in today's world
of calculators and computers.

Ruck is a senior engineer with D.L. Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL.
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Political broadcasting
- election year update By Harry Martin

mid-term elections are just around the corner. Now is the time for
broadcasters to review their procedures to assure compliance with
the FCC's political advertising rules.

The FCC's political broadcast rules generally cover: (1) who is entitled
to access to broadcast advertising time and under what circumstances, (21
how much candidates can be charged for that time, and (3) disclosure and
recordkeeping requirements.

Uses. A concept that affects several areas of the FCC's rules is the idea of
a candidate's "use" of a broadcast station. A use is any positive appearance

of a candidate whose voice or likeness is either
identified or is readily identifiable. Friendly third -

party ads may trigger a use, as can appearances
in entertainment programming (e.g., Governor
Schwarzenegger's performance in Kindergarten
Cop). The candidate's appearance on a station,
however, must be "positive," so a third -party attack
ad against a candidate would not be considered
a use. likewise, an appearance by a candidate
on a interview program
is not considered a use.

Dateline
For noncommercial radio stations in Iowa and Missour

biennial ownership report deadline is Oct. 1.
Oct. 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in the

following locations to place their Annual EEO Reports in
their public files: Alaska, Florida, Hawaii, Oregon, Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands, Washington and the Pacific islands.

The radio station license renewal cycle begins again in
2011, with the first batch of renewals due on June 1, 2011,
for stations in D.C., Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia

Access. The FCC's rules provide that "legally
qualified" candidates for federal offices (i.e, for
president, U.S senator or House member) can
demand "reasonable access" on commercial
broadcast stations. This means that commercial
broadcasters are generally obligated to sell time to
candidates for federal office. Thi rd -party advertisers
and "issue advertisers" do not have reasonable
access rights and, as discussed below, neither do
candidates for state and local offices.

If a station decides to cover a local or state
election and time is sold to candidates in such
elections, their opponents are entitled to "equal
opportunities." Once a legally qualified can-
didate for a given office makes a "use" of a
station, all other legally qualified candidates for

the same office are entitled to the opportunity
to make equal use of the station. A candidate
claiming equal time must make a request for it
within seven days of the opposing candidate's
triggering use of the station. Stations are not
obligated to notify opposing candidates when
a use is made.

Lowest Unit Charge. All legally qualified candi-
dates for state or federal political office are entitled
to the "lowest unit charge" (LUC) during the 45
days before a primary election and the 60 days
prior to a general election. For the 2010 federal
general election, the LUC window opened on Sept.
3, 2010. The LUC is the lowest rate changed to
any commercial advertiser for the same class and
amount of time for the same time period, including
all discounts and bonus spots. Only candidate ads
are entitled to the lowest unit charge.

Disclosure Statements. In addition to ascertain-
ing their lowest unit rates, stations should ensure
that they have an up-to-date disclosure statement
to provide to political advertisers. Although the
FCC's rules do not technically require written
disclosures, every station should have one to
ensure compliance and also to head off disputes.
A written disclosure statement should cover the
classes of time available to advertisers, the lowest
unit charge for each class, any make -good poli-
cies, policies on the preemption of ads, and any
other sales practices or information that would be
relevant to advertisers. Stations should provide the
disclosure statement to any candidate, agency or
group requesting political time (inside or outside
of the LUC window).

Sponsorship Identifications. All political advertis-
ing mus' include sponsorship identification, i.e., a
statement that the ad was "paid for" or "sponsored
by" the group or person purchasing the ad time. If
the advertiser does not include such a statement,
the station must add this language on its own.

Recordkeeping. The FCC's political file rule
requires stations to maintain, and allow public
inspection of, records of all requests for political
time. These records must include details of the
nature and disposition of the requests, the schedule
of time provided or purchased, the classes of time
involved, the rates charged and contact information
of the purchaser.

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald 8 Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, Virginia. E-mail: martin@fhhlaw.corn
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LANLINK
LAN Extender - Data Link for Ethernet

Networking at the Transmitter Site

STARLINK
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for 950 MHz and all Worldwide STL Bands
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OVER OUR DIGITAL

STL CHOICES.

DESI3NED AND MPNUFACTURED IN THE USA

Moseley has tamed the primitive STL jungle and become the world leader in the technology, design and

manufacturing of digital studio transmitter 'Inks. Moseley, the first to bring a totally transparent digital

uncompressed STL to the broadcast industry, continues that same innovative thinking today.

Now, 50 years later, Moseley has more than 15,000 microwave systems in service in the hostile

RF jungles of cities around the world

Don't monkey around with your on -air sound. Call the digital STL experts today.

Bill Gould (978) 373-6303 I Dave Chancey (805) 968-9621 ext 213

www.moseleysb.corn



TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Streaming
Audio

Ad Insertion
Add revenue to the online stream

By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD

f you look at the future of broadcasting as a contest
between us (broadcasters) and them (streaming -
media -only providers) then it would seem the game

is ours to lose. After all, we have a built-in audience;
a familiar way to promote the additional service to
our established audience; and of course we already
have the technical infrastructure in place to generate
the program source for the stream.

14 September 2010 RadioM nine com
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Streaming Audio Ad Insertion
Online audience
measurement

iti{Jut 1

Program

Digital
input 2

If you already work with streaming media you
know the online audience, while not as large as the
over -the -air audience, is growing rapidly. Unlike our
over -the -air audience (which costs the same to service
whether one person listens or 1 million people listen)
the online audience costs more and more as its size
grows. (It may cost less on a per -stream basis, but it
does cost more, nonetheless.) Naturally, then, we need
to seek a means by which we can not only cover the
extra costs associated with streaming, but perhaps (in
time) even make a profit.

At least one way to do that is to use the familiar
model we've been using: Sell spots on the stream
that are different than what goes over the air. There
are several different ways to accomplish this. First

I'll detail how we do it here at Clear Channel NYC
where everything is done in-house. Then I'll discuss
a hybrid approach - selling the ads in-house but us-
ing Ando Media software to integrate the ad -blocks
smoothly. Finally, I'll look at how Liquid Compass and
Ando Media work in conjunction to provide streaming
audio ad insertion.

PPM
encoder

Figure 1. Handle all streaming ad insertion using a sound
card such as the Orban Optimod-PC 1100 (or 1101).

Digital
output

Doing it all yourself
One way of handling : insertion over streaming

media is to do it all yourself - and this is the way it is

done inside the Clear Channel system.
We have five FM stations here in New York, and each

has about a half -dozen streams associated with it. Some
of those streams are for desktop users and some are for
mobile platforms (see "Streaming to Mobile Devices"
in the April 2010 edition of Radio magazine). One
computer is used for multiple purposes; it runs a log
(using Nexgen from RCS) made solely of spot blocks to
play over the streams. That same computer also houses
an important sound card - the Orban Optimod-PC

Anyone familiar with streaming audio
knows that Ando Media plays a huge

role in audience measurement. I spoke with
Robert Favre, the senior vice president of
technology for Ando, to gain some insight
into how these measurements occur.
Ando uses two different methodologies

in collecting audience data. First is the log
file method, which is simply the collection
of log file data from the CDNs streaming
the audio for a particular client station.
This log file data includes (on a per -station
basis) the start time for each individual
user's stream; the duration of the session; a
listener identifier (source IP address); and a
geo-location for each source IP Streaming
clients give permission to their CDNs to
share all of this data with Ando. The log files
are collected daily.

Favre told me the log file method usually
gives a somewhat smaller cume number
than the listener -tracking method (discussed
below). This is because sometimes there
are multiple users behind a router providing
network address translation to users on a
LAN. When this happens, each user will have
an identical source IP address - so multiple
users are only counted as one (in that case).

The second method Ando uses is
listener -tracking. The listener -tracking
method utilizes client or server -based
code implemented directly on the station
player or at the streaming server itself.
This code serves as a beacon that sends
a message, updated every 60 seconds,
about the status of each individual user. The
messages are sent to Ando's cloud -based
servers (Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud,
also known as Amazon EC2). The listener -
tracking method also provides more granular
detail for every user: device type, stream
source, and player type data are available.
As I mentioned previously, the listener -
tracking method also shows a higher cume
per stream, since it counts individual users,
as opposed to source IP addresses.

Once all the data is collected and
processed, Webcast Metrics (an online
service) is updated, and client stations
can view reports related to their streams.
Updates occur in Webcast Metrics once
every 5 minutes.

And finally it is interesting to note that
Ando is currently undergoing accreditation
by the Media Ratings Council of its
collection methods, transformation (which
is the conversion of data in metrics) and
presentation. Ando expects the MRC to
complete accreditation process in October
of this year.

16 September 2010 RadioMagOnline.com
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PANIC WAIT FOR WAIT REBUILD
SAFE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

RAMP TO
ZERO
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reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast with the celay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers rvicroPrecision DelayTM mode
whici allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Wha-ever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broaccast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® I HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and LticroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc. 02005 Ever tide Inc



Streaming Audio Ad Insertion

Enco 1

Enco 2

I 100 (or PC I 101). this sound card is really the heart
of the system, because it allows for the playback of the
streaming -media spot blocks, and it processes the audio
as well (ahead of all the various encoders). Figure 1 (on

page 16) shows how this is done.
The streaming server CPU (that houses the Orban sound

card) operates os a slave to the Nexgen server used for
playback over the associated radio station. When a
spot block starts, that slave machine is signaled (via our
LAN) to play the spot block sent as streaming media, as
opposed to over -the -air. A small routine called SB_Play
is used on the slave machine to tell the Orban card to
switch its direct mixer output from the source coming in
on digital input 1 (which comes from our router, and is
basically a copy of the on -air program) to the WAV out

Broadcast
Tools audio

switcher

Logic from Enco 1

Figure 2. Sell and traffic
stream -only ads using
Ando Media's ad insertion
software in conjunction
with the system (in this
case, Enco).

Terrestrial audio feed

PPM
encoder

Ando
software
function

Wave
source

(fill)

input, which is the
stream use only.

The output of the direct mixer is then routed (internally
on the Orban card) to the digital out, and thereafter
an AES version of the direct mixer is available for use.
From there, the signal is routed to a PPM encoder, and
then back to digital input 2 of the Orban card. The
digital 2 input goes through the process mixer and
then to the audio processing section of the Orban
card. The output of the processing section is routed
back to the WAV in input, and back to the PCI bus
where it becomes available for use on all the stream-
ing encoders operating in that same machine. All the
various streaming encoders make use of the same
program feed.

When the spot block ends, the Orban card is signaled
to resume using the program source coming from digital
input 1 and thereafter it feeds the common program
(heard by over -the -air users as well as stream -only users)
to the inputs of all the encoders.

Our traffic department schedules the spot blocks for
streaming media, just as it does for the spot blocks that
run over the air on the associated radio station.

Some of the over -the -stream spots have visual elements

Stream
encoder

actual source of the spot audio for

associated with them. Metadata from the stream -only spots
is forwcrded (via our WAN) to our corporate streaming
headquarters in Cincinnati, signaling servers there to add
the visual elements by way of the Flash player used by
the desktop -only streaming clients. Mass redistribution of
the streams is handled by Akamai's CDN.

A hybrid approach
I spoke with my friend Bryan Hubert, the chief engineer

of Crista Ministry's radio stations in Washington state about
its hybrid approach to streaming audio ad -insertion.

Crista wanted to sell and traffic all the stream -only ads
itself, and it recognized the capabilities of Ando Media's
ad-inserion software, so the group decided to use Ando
in conjunction with its Enco system.

The system consists of two logs running in
Enco, each with an associated audio output. A
Broadcast Tools audio switcher is used to switch
between sources, and that output is routed to the
CPU where the Ando software resides (see Figure
2). This same CPU has an output that gets routed
to a PPM encoder and then bock. A streaming
encoder then takes that PPM encoded source and
sends it off to the Streamguys CDN for distribution
tp the end users.

When the log playing the
common program gets to a
spot block, several things

to CDN happen:
 The Ando software is

signaled by Enco 1 that a
stopset has begun on the over -the -air station

 The log associated with the streaming audio
ad -insertion (Enco 2) begins playing

 The audio router switches from Enco out 1

(common program) to Enco out 2 so that Enco
2 becomes the source of audio for the stream.

Enco 1 is still playing audio for the over -the -air station's
program.

The buffering feature of the Ando software makes this pro-
cess sound very smooth for the end -users of stream audio.

Hubert told me that one important consideration in this
process is that the spot block playing on the stream must
be shorter than that playing over -the -air. For example, a
spot block over -the -air is 4 minutes and 10 seconds in
length, and the spot block for the stream is just 4 minutes.
As the ad -insert audio is playing through the CPU that
generates the stream, the Ando software (running on
the same CPU) is waiting to receive a logic signal from
Enco 1 (in this example) telling it that the over -the -air spot
block is over. Because the spot block for the stream is,
of necessity, shorter than that for the over -the -air signal,
the Ando software does the following:

Fill material (stored on the CPU running the Ando
software) will start to play at the end of the spot block
for the stream.

 While the fill is playing, Ando is waiting to be signaled
from Enco I that the over -the -air spotblock is over.

 Once that signal is received, Ando starts recording
or buffering the output of the audio switch (which is now
feeding the output of Enco 11

Via IP
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Resource
Guide

Providers of streaming
ad -insertion technology

Abacast
866-872-0781
www abacas- com

Akamai Technologies
877-325-2624
www akamai com

Audio Compass
888 -62 -AUDIO
www oucliocompass com

Backbone Networks
508-753-5665
www backbone corn

Barnabas Road Media
317-965-8505
www barnabasroad com

Jetcast
917-338-3289
www jetcast com

Liquid Compass
303 839 9400
www liquidcompass net

Live365.com
323-230-6000
www live36.5 com

NewTek
800 847-6111
www newtek corn

Orban
480-403-8300
www orban corn

Real Networks
206-674-2700
www.realnetworks.com

Stream Audio
253-238-2187
www streamaudio com

Stream Guys
707-667-94-79
www streamguys com

Stream On
951-801-2309
www streamon fm

Stream the World
866-448-4037
www stream-heworld corn

SurferNetwork.com
973-691-7420
www surfernetwork com

Viewcast.com
800-540-4119
www viewcost com

Warp Radio
303-799-9118
www worpraclio com

 Once the fill material is played, Ando immediately sw.tches over
to its buffer, and so the normal common program is Dnce again heard
by end users of the stream.

So in this example, the over -the -air spot block was 4 minutes and 10
seconds. The stream -only spot block was 4 minutes. If Ando started
a 30 -second fill piece at the end of the stream -only spot block, then
when all is said and done for this block, the stream audio is 20
seconds behind the over -the -air audio (ignoring any other types of
delays used for the over -the -air signal). So if you were to listen to the
stream source in one speaker and the over -the -air source in another
speaker (again neglecting additional delays used for the over -the -air
signal) you would note that the stream source is always behind that
of the over -the -air source. The amount of time depends on the net
difference in length of the spot blocks.

flu_ AX Series

El

A3X
The First Professional

Desktop Monitor System

With monitors in the world's leading
recoiling ano production facilities, ADAM
Audi is uniquely positioned to create the
first desktop -monitor system for
professionals.

Our eery compact new A3X monitor uses
the ADAM proprietary X -ART transducer
technology tc ensure absolute accuracy and
the o<pansive full -frequency sound ideal for
recouding engineers and audio enthusiasts.
At a price that makes ADAM Audio more
accessible than ever.

Find out more about the A3X and AX Series
monitor systems at www.adam-audio.com,
audition them at an ADAM Audio dealer
nearyou or call us at 516.681.0690.

I've red variorrs monitors for my computer
work before but never of the caliber of
the ri."-X series Highly recommended. "

(Ion Chappell - Senior Eattor - Harmony Central)

www.adam-audio.com
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Streaming Audio Ad Insertion

Ad -insertion
software

Song/spot
data

CPU

Song/spot
data

Audio card 1

Processor Audio card 2

Station now playing cata via IP or serial

Raw station audio

Audio playback
system

Audio card 1 output
Station audio + inserted spots

Figure 3. Streaming ad insertion can also be
accomplished using Liquid Compass Radius Live
with Ando Media, as seen here.

Audio card 2 input
Station audio

+ Inserted spots
+ PPM signal

Audio card 2 output
Station audio

+ Inserted spots
+ PPM signal

AMRAudio and data to streaming servers

Arbitron PPM
encoder

Arbitron PPM
monitor

"If it's AM Radio, it is Kintronic Labs.
Site Planning  Design of Digital -Ready AM Antenna Systems

 Custom Fabrication of AM Antenna Systems  On -Site Services and Technical Support

Kintronic Labs, Inc.

A global leader of world -class radio
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Kintronic.corn

Kintronic antenna systems
are powering radic in the
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United States and in more
than 70 countries on six
continents.

With more than 200 years of
combined engineering and
technical experience, Kintronic
is a global leader in

world -class radio broadcast
antenna systems.

Kintronic engineers can
custom -craft your -adio
broadcast antenna system or
component need for any
location, at any fixed site, or to
meet any mobile requirement.

Introducing

EXPRESS RADO

CUSTOMIZED.
SIMPLE.

FAST,
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The end -users hear a smooth transition when the stream
source returns to the common program feed.

Yet another way to accomplish streaming ad insertion
is to use Liquid Compass Radius Live in conjunction with
Ando Media. See Figure 3.

The actual configuration is very much like the first
system. Although two audio cards are shown, it can be
done with a single card, again the Orban PC1 101.
In this case, the station sells spots for the stream ad
insertion, but uploads them via the Internet to Ando,
which in turn does all the trafficking, and then turns
around and pushes the spots back out (again via the
Internet) to the CPU that runs the software and physi-
cally resides at your radio station. The command to
switch between the common program and the stream -
only spot block can be delivered via your LAN or a
serial connection.
As you might imagine, when you rely on outside

services (such as Ando) there are network connectivity
and security issues that need to be addressed. In the
example I just gave, both Ando and Liquid Compass
need remote access to each CPU running the software.
It would be prudent to establish a separate Internet
connection that would host the server(s), along with a
hardware -based firewall that provides the appropriate
security. Certain ports need to be open for each IP
address on the secure side of the firewall. Remember
that this same Internet connection will be used to get

the stream out to the ISP or CDN that will in turn service
each end -user, so it has to have enough bandwidth
to handle all the connections at the same time, plus
a safe amount of overhead. That Is just one more
expense involved in servicing the listeners of your
audio stream.

If you are part of a large organization w th its own
WAN, then a VPN that allows companies like Liquid
Compass access to the WAN might be a viable solu-
tion as opposed to an additional Internet connection per
station location.

Some radio groups are large enough they ccn maintain
staff that focuses on the streaming audio aspects of the
operation; obviously some others are not. If your group
is smaller, likely it makes financial sense to farm the entire
process to companies providing hardware, software and
CDN services to many of the smaller groups already.

There are three different ways to accomplisi the same
end. While selling Internet -only spots may have its own
challenge for the sales team, I can tell you that, from the
technical standpoint, all the trails are already blazed and
there are vendors out there hoping to hear from you. Set-
ting up streaming ad insertion isn't difficult, and hopefully
you can make it a viable part of your business.

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel
NYC and chief engineer of WKTU. New York. Contact him at
doug@dougirwin.net Thanks to &any Thomas far his help in
writing this article.
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WKSU's Folk Alley Express
provides Web and broadcast
audio production support to

folk music on the beaten path.
By Ron Bartlebaugh, CBNT

11111

. irst exposure to PPM was in the mid -1960s. No, not the Arbitron
Portable People Meter (PPM) technology currently used to measure
radio audience participation, but the now -well-known folk music

group Peter, Paul and Mary. Little did I know then that I would eventually
be working with FolkAlley.com, the world's most listened to folk music site
with more than 102,000 registered listeners who collectively represent
nearly every country around the globe.

The creator of FolkAlley.com, soon to enter its seventh year of operation,
is WKSU-FM's Executive Director and General Manager Allen Bartholet.
As I write this, Bartholet, his crew and the Folk Alley Express (motor coach)
just returned from the Newport (Rhode Island) Folk =:estival. They spent the
weekend there providing Web and broadcast audio production support to
NPR Music, WFUV and local outlets. The Folk Alley Express experienced
its maiden voyage in August 2009 when it first attended the Newport Folk
Festival. Its most recent journey prior to this year's Newport event was to
the Austin and Dallas, TX, areas to attend folk music festivals.

The Folk Alley Express idea came about when a fan, who felt that Folk
Alley needed to be more visible in the community, provided a generous
$150,000 gift to obtain a motor coach and subsequently install a recording
and production studio in the vehicle. The purpose of the Folk Alley Express
is to provide a promotional tool for Folk Alley ano to record the best folk
music performances throughout the country for webcast at www.folkalley
corn and for broadcast over Folk Alley affiliate sta'ions.

The project begins
Early in the project we realized a standard motor coach floor plan was

not practical for our application: The motors for the slide outs were at foor
level - at least in every model we researched. That eliminated the possibility
of stripping a bedroom for conversion into a studio. An alert motor coach
salesman realized our dilemma and suggested we consider a toy -hauler -type
motor coach - the type with a garage in the back for hauling a motorcycle,
ATV or golf cart. That was the answer! The brand new unit we acquired is
a 37' long by nearly 13' high Damon Outlaw Model 3611. The interior
includes an 8' wide by 10' deep by 6.5' tall garage, a queen -size loft
bedroom located above the garage, a rear full-s:ze drop down tailgate,
plus all the other appointed comforts of home.

With the help of Malcolm Lanning at Custom Mobile Products in Cleveland,
the garage was converted to a two -position studio that includes an audio
operations position on one side and a video operations position on the other
side. The studio has equipment racks and storage cabinetry for audio and
video production electronics, microphones, cameras, cable reels, stands
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Rad Again
and lots of other peripheral equipment that will all eventu-
ally be carried on board as future funding permits. One
entire cabinet houses the vehicle's sophisticated mobile
communications system. Cable pass -through access holes
were created in each side of the body and through the
roof for easy routing of cabling from the studio to one or
more on -site performance venues as well as to the roof

The Folk Alley Express ready to head to Newport, RI, for the
Newport Folk Festival.

Images

clear crisp bright sound

To see the project budget and
equipment used in the Folk Alley

Express, visit RadioMagOnline.com.

for a future rooftop video shoot platform and Internet
uplink dish. Because the rear wall tailgate drops down,
a typically rear -mounted ladder for roof access was not
an option. Therefore, a 24" x 24" hole was cut into
the ceiling of the studio, which is also the floor deck for

the queen size bedroom above. An equally sized
hatch was cut into the roof and perfectly aligned
with the studio ceiling hole for easy pass through
of materials to the roof deck from either the studio
or the bedroom deck. Two removable panels were
manufactured for placement in the studio ceiling
pass -through hole - one an open grate to allow for
additional air conditioning flow into the studio and
the other a solid panel for support of additional
bedroom deck weight when required. Standing
on the bedroom deck allows for easy and safe
access to the roof through the hatch.

An adjustable hand -cranked four -jack stand
arrangement with two metal edge -to -edge con-
necting horizontal members serves as support for
the tailgate in a flat and level position for use as
a performance stage. A custom fabricated set of
metal steps attaches to the tailgate to allow for
easy on/off stage access. When not in use, the
tailgate remains in its up position to form the rear
wall of the studio.

Search

Results 1 of 1

OPTIMOD - FM 8600
The new clear
tarts here.

Processing tha
FM channel while punt In
clean, CD -like audio throu
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The most powerful and effective on -air FM
processing system Orban has ever created.

INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO?

Contact SCMS to discuss
Orban products and the
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www.scmsinc.com

1-800-438-6040
sales@scmsinc.com

Mid South 1.877.391.2650
Central 1.731.695.1714
West Coast 1.866.673.9267
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South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295
North East 1.315.623.7655
South West 1.877.390.7267
North Central 1.513.376.8600
Pro Audio 1.877.640.8205
Latin America 1.760.650.1427

Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665
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Top: Supports for the vehicle's rear
drop -down tailgate allow it to
serve as a stage for three- to four -
person folk music groups. Above:
WKSU staff inspect the garage
area on delivery day. The garage,
intended to haul motorcycles,
ATVs, golf carts, etc., was made
into the studio.

An on -board 5.5kW generator provides
electrical power when the vehicle is not con-
nected to commercial (shore) power. To provide

uninterrupted power, a 2.5kW inverter was
added to the studio along with two additional
deep cycle batteries for extended run time. The
studio's electrical power distribution system
is configured so that it can be fed from an
independent generator or other power source
in the future if and when required.

Getting equipped
For audio equipment, a Digidesign Model

003 using Pro Tools LE provides the audio
mixing tool when connected to Presonus
DigiMAX LT eight -channel preamps tied to a
Roland S1608 16x8 digital snake system for
stage -to -studio audio transport. Being locally
based, Audio-Technica has always been a
generous supporter of WKSU and Folk Alley. A
full complement of Audio-Technica microphones

ride onboard, including AE -5400 stagemics, AE -5100 and
PRO -35 instrument mics, and AT -875R shotguns. All of this

is complemented by WKSU's locker of Neumann and AKG
vintage microphones, along with cable reels and many
other odds and ends. A NewTek TriCaster/Camplex cable
video system is expected to be added to the Express when
budget permits. In the meantime, Internet quality video is shot

and edited using a variety of video recording devices. All
equipment is portable so as to perform double duty when
relocated to any of WKSU's nine stud os that can support
the Folk Alley operations. It also sometimes is put into use

Where Great Radio Begins

Harris HPX
"This is where unconpromised operating efficiency

and reliability meet oulstandirg value. The low power
consumption, ccmpact footprint and internal low-pass
filter of tie HPX high -power FM -ransmitter add up to real

savings from Um day it goes on air. Usirg field -proven
Platinum Z/ZX® IPA modules and ZX-sries switching
power supplies, the HFX optimizes efficiency at every
stage so your coat of ownership s lower for years to come.

HPX is designed 1:ir analog FM, HE Radio'" and FM + HD. with

a selectijn of s andard and enhanced control/diagnostic
package: and :xciters such Es the unmatched Harris
FlexStar' When -ou need high operating power ready to meet
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Roil Again
at smaller venues that do not permit placement of the Folk
Alley Express because of its physical size and weight.

Because of the nature of a mobile studio combined with
our FolkAlley.com Internet -based programming, reliable
connectivity is a high priority. A moving vehicle presents
significant obstacles for maintaining the reliable cellular
access and data services required on long trips. While
designing the Folk Alley Express' connectivity and network

The studio allows for flexible setups such as this one
that was used at the Newport Folk Festival to record the
festival acts as well as provide audio for various live
streaming destinations.

An audio setup for many events includes
a Digidesign 003, a laptop and Audio-
Technica mics.

infrastructure, WKSU LAN Administrators Chuck Poulton
and Dan Kuznicki made the decision to use both Verizon
and AT&T for data services. Both carriers hove advantages

and disadvantages, but generally speaking one or both
will have coverage in any given area. In addition, each
carrier utilizes a different base technology. That ensures
each carrier will never be a roaming partner with the
other and therefore the Express will not be reliant on a
single caffier for service at any given time.

The pf Sense on the embedded m l n 1 wall Netgate routing
hardware enables the system to intelligently load balance
and fail -over both cellular data connections. A Level One
WBR-3800 and a CradlepointCTR350 gatewayare used
to maintaiq the 3G/PPP cellular connections so the router
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Hear music gathered aboard
the Folk Alley Express at
www.folkalley.com, a service
of Kent State University.

can manage the IP connections natively.
In addition to the onboard cellular data
services, interfaces have been added
to the load -balancer allowing utilization
of local high-speed Internet connectivity
when available.

All load -balancing, routing decisions
and connections are managed automati-
cally. The Express' road team need only
connect to venue Internet access when
available. Otherwise, no operator inter-
vention is required. The entire system is
totally remote accessible so the WKSU/
Folk Alley IT team has the ability to man-
age the configurations while not actually
being on site for an event.

POTS telephone service is trunked to the
Express via a VPN tunnel, in combina-
tion with a Linksys PAP2T VOIP analog
telephone adapter and an Asterisk server
located at WKSU. The SIP telephone
trunks are delivered via Bandwidth.com.
The design provides direct telephone ser-
vice, both via an inbound local number
and unlimited outbound calling. In areas

Storage with
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4 storage (timers

Acess hole under counter

Storage cabinet
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0
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A drawing of the Folk Alley Express studio gives an idea of the scope
of design and how much was built into the space.

where cellular coverage is limited, data service reliability is enhanced by a
pair of elevated outdoor cell antennas mounted just below roof level.

The Folk Alley Express will be attending many more folk music events yet
this year and in the years to come.

E3artlebaugh .s director of broadcast engineering, WKSU-FM/Kent State University.
WKSU LAN Administrator Dan Kuznicki contnbuted to this article
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The Ram Show heacs
to our nation's capital

new location, a new show. The 2010 Radio Show has changed from previous years. Now a
i partnered effort between the Radio Advertising Bureau and the National Association of Broad-

. casters, the updated conference also makes a debut in our nation's capital.
Our convention preview highlights some of the products being discussed in the Marketplace - the

new exhibit floor. This smaller area features table -top displays arranged mostly in squares. Without
booths, it should make the space easier to find everything.

The engineering track for presentations has been modified as well. All the engineering sessions
are set up as ask the expert panels. There will be no formal presentations, only open discussions.
This allows you to directly ask questions on the topic rather than sit through a presentation first.
See the rundown of engineering sessions The main conference sessions are a mix of panel discus-
sions and presentations with a business and management focus, but there are some sessions with
a technical theme.
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Program shrinker/stretcher
25 -Seven Systems
Program Length Manager: The 25 -Seven
Program Length Manager (PLM) shrinks or
stretches your programs and program segments
by 5 percent (three minutes per hour) or even 10

percent -- without pitch change, artifacts or

I glitches. Time -manipulated audio is clean
enough to use on stereo
music programs and live
events. PLM is operator

friendly and requires little training whether controlled from the front -panel or via Web browser.
PLM is the next best thing to being able to stop the clock or add more minutes to the hour.

888-257-2578; www.25-seven.com; info@25-seven.com
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Longwave transmitters
Nautel
NX Series: With power outputs ranging from
25kW to 2000kW, this transmitter series offers AM
adaptive pre -correction, ac to RF efficiency of 90
percent, linearity utilizing a nine -phase Direct Digital
Modulation scheme encoded at 2.7 mega -samples
per second, and a footprint requiring '/:1 tO 1/ 2 less

space than other transmitters. A touch -screen control-
ler plus remote Web access are standard.

207-947-8200; www.noutel.com; info@nautel.com
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CONNECTING STUFF IS ALL ABOUT
THE GOZINTAS AND COMEZOUTAS

 MULTIPORT 
LINE INPUTS

Multi -Format Audio Interface
LINE OUTPUTS DIGITAL 1;0

;MD* MIC GNOC) 0 j `N741 0-0 (04

LEFT RIGHT LEFT FIGHT INPUT OUTPUT

MIC OU-PUTS

HENRY ENGINEERING

MULTIPORT IS ALL ABOUT
CONNECTING STUFF TO YOUR STUDIO

Getting all your external gear into and out of your studio is never easy. You're always
looking for an adapter or cable of some kind and, even when you find t, you're then on the

hunt for level or impedance matching gizmos.

MultiPort', from Henry Enginrering. takes care of all that by facilitating interface
between a studio and external audio equipment. Providing convenient access to
a studio's analog and digital audio inputs and outpu=s, it allows connection to
both professional and consumer gear. MultiPort's ac-.ive circuitry perfcrms all

level, impedance, and topology conversion necessary for correct interface.

You can put MultiPort wherever it's cc nvenient. Mount it in your cabinet -y, or use the
included rack adaptors to mount it in your rock. Once you've got MultiPort,

you'll wonder how you ever limped along without t!

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS.
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE.

HENRY Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions!

Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Mad -E., CA 91024 USA
T: 626.355.3656  F: 626.355.0077  email: Info@henryeng.com



Viiumell*,./e
! r..essinWmix engine
Wheatstone
Gibraltar: Loaded with features, Gibraltar pro-
vides up to 1024 DSP processing signal paths (any
combination of 5.1, stereo and mono channels)
and can apply all processing functions to 768 input
paths and 256 mix output paths simultaneously. Its

flexible mixing architecture allows more than 500 mix bus capability. Additionally it offers
four -band fully parametric EQ with HF/LF peaking or shelving, three parametric filters
(high pass, low pass and notch), parametric compression, limiting and gating, 16 control
channels for keying/ducking/side-chain applications, panning and surround imaging
control, individual input and output delay capability, up to 650ms per path. Its modular
design utilizes hot-swappable cards and provides fiber or CAT- n-

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Fixed directional couplers
ERI-Electronics Research
Precision Directional Couplers: isiondirectionalcouplersareavailablefor 15/8",
31/8", 4 . . ission lines and can be purchased with one to four
coupling probes; they include the required external terminating loads. These couplers are
balanced high precision test instruments. They may be used with ERI's PWR-100D power
monitor and its companion VPS-100 VSWR monitoring and protection system, produced
in partnership with Broadcast Devices, or they can be used as standalone test port or even
in simple applications such as aiding a lulation moni :

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com; sales@ERlinc.com
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Broadband dipole
Shively Labs
6020: The 6020 broadband dipole is
now also incorporated into a low-windload
broadband FM panel, model 6018V or
6018H. It is rated at 10kW input and can
be used either for vertically or horizontally
polarized applications. The 6020 has al-
ready been used successfully in Turkey and
Haiti, and has proven its capabilities as a
rapidly deployable, robust 5kW antenna.
Features include vertical polarization and
5kW power rating per bay. Radomes and
de-icers are 1111

888-SHIVELY; www.shively.com
sales@shively.com

HD

I 1 and IP Audio CO

Audio Processing

Racks/Cable Ladders Rem^

e Hybrids

ivlicrophones

trerrs

Serving Broadcasters for 28 years!

iners/Phasers/ATIF
1.000 POg YOU I

Call your nearest RF Specialties Office: RFSTX

RFSMO

Amari lo

Kansas City

TX

MO

Don

Chris

800-537-1801

800-467-7373

RFSCA San Diego CA Steve 619-501-3936 RFSMO Raymore MO John 877-331-4930

RFSCA Las Vegas NV Bill 888-737-7321 RFSMO Richm 3nd IN Rick 888-966-1990

RFSCA Phoenix AZ Kevin 602-606-7540 RFSPA Ebensburg PA Dave 866-736-3736

RFSWA Mukilteo WA Walt 425-210-9196 RFSPA Pittsburgh PA Ed 866-412-7373

RFSWA Vancouver WA Bob 800-735-7051 RFSPA Philadelphia PA Phil 888-737-4452

RFSTX Ft. Worth TX Dan 800-537-1801 RFSGA Thomasville GA Chris 800-476-8943

RFSTX Dallas TX Wray 888-839-7373 RFSGA Murray KY Dave 270-767-7644
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Web management system
Triton Digital Media
Flex: This content management system allows stations to build
and maintain websites with local and contributed content. Sites
can be built with configurable custom content positions created
through a drag -and -drop process. Flex includes text -messaging
tools, the ability to place music news content, music-disccvery
widgets and podcast tools. In addition, stations can create music
side channels and use Flex as a video content platform.

818-528-8860; www.tritondigitalmedia.com
solutions4tritondigitalmedia.com

Remote over IP cadet.
Telos Systems

 ,.4111 O. is  III
Z/IP One: This 1RU codec is designed to maximize audio
quality from public IP networks and mobile phone data ser-
vices, including connections behind NATs and firewalls. Agile
Connection Technology (ACT) is the foundation for the Z/Irs
performance on real -world networks. When the network s

functioning well, Z/IP provides the lowest possible delay and
the highest possible fidelity. Should network conditions become
challenging, it automatically lowers the bit rate and increases
buffer length. Z/IP One is wireless capable and can connect
to IP networks via V. EVDO and UMTS.

216-241-7225; www.telos-systems.com
telos-info@telos-systems.com

STI, IP audio codec
Digigram
!GOYA *LINK/LE: With
its decode -on,, Jpproach,
simplified ergonomics and
features targeted at unattended
transmitter sites, the 'LINK/LE is for

broadcasters looking for a mix of 24/7 reliability, wide choice of au-
dio formats and affordability. An MC codec package is included and
enhanced apt -X decoding is also available. Its hardware is combined
with FluidlP, Digigram's IP audio codec engine that can send and receive
IP streams simultaneously on two separate RJ-45 ports. Should anything
happen to the main IP audio stream, a secondary IP stream, or the analog
or AES audio input, or even play lists staled on an SD card will guarantee
100 percent on -air time. Its power consumption is below 15W.

703-875-9100; www.digigram.com; input@digigram.com

Service for advertisers
vCreative
vCreative Consulting: This flexible full marketing consulting service
helps advertisers navigate the new brand, media and consumer world. It
helps connect with their custome:s through marketing strategies for radio,
social media, viral marketing, Internet/digital and guerrilla marketing.
vCreative Consulting is led by a small, hand-picked group of individuals
who have been successful in both radio and marketing. They have created

opportunities that connect advertisers and content with consumers and
audiences. They also understand the unique needs of radio advertisers
and I -in enhance their presence and brand

800-605-9889; www.vcreativeinc.com; info@vcreativeinccom

We hear you. Loud and clear.

LOOK TO LARCAN FOR INNOVATIVE
IBOC FM SOLUTIONS - ENCORE SERIES

Designed with a difference to ensure the highest quality audio performance -

LARCAN's new Encore Series offers a superior range of IBOC FM translators.

Customer driven and purpose designed for optimum performance - we tring

you the best in IBOC FM broadcast technology. Encore. Applaud innovation.

We hear you. Loud and clear.

IBOC FM Translator
(Model DRT-01)

Tel: 1-303-66S-8000  Fax: 1.303.673.9900 Tel 1-905-5644222  Fax: 1-905-5644244

www.larcan.com Email: sales@larcan

Erizore Series Features:

 Suaerior BOC FM Performance & Coverage

 Extensive Power Range from 25W to 250W

 Broadbard Desicn

 Frequenc,, Agile

 Integrated Featu-es & Adaptable

 Co-npletr Soluticns for Analog FM &

IBCC Digital Radio

 Innovative Desicp
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Read what our users say...
KJDL, Lubbock, TX
" I like (Xtreme) a lot! Once we got things together we never have any problems. (Xtreme) is a 9 out of

10 for usability. It didn't take me long to figure out. I picked up most of the major (features) in the first

day. (The Xtreme) is user-friendly for all involved. -

Jessie Walker, Program Director

DMS Broadcasting, San Francisco, CA
" When we started, we were jumping into something we knew nothing about! We called your tech sup-

port & within a day they had a solution. It was miraculous. They helped us get wired up & set up. (Tech

Support) had a positive & upbeat attitude. They went above & beyond!"

David Trudrung, General Manager & Co-owner

WDHC, Berkley Springs, WV
" We are absolutely pleased. I especially like the game scheduling feature. it works great for Mountain-

eer West Virgnia University games. I rate it a 9 because we can schedule 2 games simultaneously &

flip flop when there are rain delays. It works great for sports talk!'

Mike Hurst, Engineer

KSVL, Yerington, NV
/ love (Xtreme)! We've been running (Xtreme) fora year & a half every single day & we give it a 10! It's

easy to learn & use. Good support & it's dependable!"

George Lemait, Station Manager

KSMZ, Alexander, AR
" Xtreme has more flexibility, sounds better & has fewer problems then our stations running (other auto-

mation systems). It's easier to program & a 9 compared to other programs out there."

Scott Gray

and MANY more...

Join the hundreds...
... of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. Full fea-

tured, it is easy to install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from

either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions Program' from Arrakis Systems or buy

'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500 from Broadcast Supply Worldwide (BSW)

www. akis-systems.cam



WHY PAY A FORTUNE

FOR AUTOMATION ?

Digilink-Xtreme
only $1011 per month

support, training, upgrades

the best automation in Radio, period !

970-461-0730 ext 309



Automation mobile application
Enco Systems
iDAD: This companion mobile application for the Enco
DAD and Presenter audio automation studio systems is
targeted at the :Phone and the iPad. It will feature the
ability for news reporters and announcers to record, trim
and tail, label and then send audio from the mobile device
directly to their DAD or Presenter automation systems for
timely playback. iDAD will also feature a remote control
function which will allow control of the DAD or Presenter
system from the mobile device using a simple array of
buttons representing various :Kle functions.

800-362-6797; www.enco.com; soles@eoco.com

Radio automation system
Wide Orbit

WO Automation for Radio 2.0: WO Automation for Radio 2.0 features
Leader and Follower functionality, which allows two or more radio stations to share
common programming like music but break apart for independent commercial breaks
or longer segments. All stations can be run from one computer, separate computers or
Computers in different time zones delivering flexibility and scalability for broadcasters
running multiple stations from a single location. Leader and Follower also simplifies
and automates the programming of different commercials on terrestrial and Web
streams so there is no need for additional costly software or services. WO Automa-
tion for Radio 2.0 also brir s integratior :

415-675-6700; www.wideorbit.com; mzinsmeister@wideorbit.com

Your East Coast Connection for

WHEATSTONE VORSIS IMEDIATOUCH

AirAura
"AL AUDIO H _ESSOR

lw $13,995.00

Call us for best pricing and to arrange
your demo - Toll Free 1-866-239-3888

Toll Free I -86e, 7' www.lightnerelechonics.com

Nloclulation monitor
WortdCast Systems

Audemat Goldeneagle HD v2.0: The
Gol.: -ogle HD v2.0 adds sign:: ad-
ditional functionality in both hardware and soft-
ware. On the software side, it offers advanced
RDS monitoring capabilities with analysis of RDS
groups distribution, AID monitoring and remote
streaming of raw RBDS data; advanced monitor-
ing of HD Radio data with the ability to monitor
many new HD Radio data signals such as UFID,
IBOC BER and PAD; and support for Scripteasy
v2, allowing for easy graphical scripting to fully
automate the process of event triggering on out -
of -tolerance conditions. This new version also
supports SNMP communication for control and
monitoring of other devices on the network. On
the hardware side, the Goldeneagle HD v2.0
offers a new HD Radio tuner enabling detailed
HD Radio data monitoring such as presence of
services and MIME types as well as enabling
the streaming of raw HD Radio data

305-249-3110; www.audemat.com
contad@audemat.com

Advanced Wattchman Monitor`'/Alarm
For Analog and Digital Broadcasting

The Model 81094 is the first in a series of Internet/Intranet accesible

Advanced Wattchman` Wattmeter/Alarm systems that will monitor
both forward and reflected power in two transmission lines with only
one controller. Unlike previously available systems that needed one
controller for each transmission line, the Advanced Wattchman' will
monitor two lines (4 ports). The front panel display shows power on
both systems simultaneously. Operating conditions may also be
displayed on a PC from any location on the Internet/Intranet.

It is designed to work with a series of specialized line sections from
7/8" to 6-1/8" and standard Coaxial Dynamics elements for either
analog or digital applications.

Coaxial Dynamics 6800 Lake Abram Drive  Middleburg Hts. OH 44130

Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 800 -COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxialcom  www.coaxial.com
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Sidemount FM antenna
Dielectric
DCR-S: The DCR-S provides a low -wind load alternative
for broadcasting multiple FM stations from a common
antenna. When paired with Dielectric's patent -pending,
ultra -compact manifold combiner, the DCR-S creates a
package for broadcast applications where space is
limited. Without the re-

quirement for flexible
jumpers, the new
antenna is sim-

ple to install and
maintain. The
DC R -S can be used

by broadcasters to
establish multistation

broadcasting, to add
HD Radio broadcasting to
an existing multi -station site
or to provide a reliable auxiliary antenna. The DCR-S
is a circularly polarized antenna with a power rating
of 28kW for a single bay, and is available in stacked
arrays of up to 16 bays for a power rating of 1 20kW.
The antenna system is engineered to support high -input
power as needed for multiplexing. Designed specifically to
reduce downward RF radiation to the ground, the DCR-S
features a custom feed design with shorter spacings and
a series -fed configuration.

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com
dcsales@dielectric.com

Software -defined audio transport
Moseley Associates
Rincon: Rincon is
a software -defined
audio transport
product optimized
to deliver multichannel
digital audio over IP, T1 /El and radio links, Dnd networks simultaneously.
Rincon carries up to eight stereo audio chanrels over the multiple network
choices. Backup solutions such cs failover inputs, redundant outputs and au-
tomatic switchover in case of audio loss are included, and it inserts a backup
audio file to keep audio on the air in case of total link failures. Choose from
linear uncompressed audio or any advanced cudio compression algorithms.
Management and configuration is handled v'a Web and SNMP interface
and can even be accessed via smartphone.

805-968-9621; www.mosele)sb.com info@moseleysb.com

Digital media system
Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault Flex Enhancements: ire latest version, AudioVault Flex
odds a simple segue editor for doing quick song -to -song transitions and an
enhanced voice tracker with gain enve'ope control for seamlessly crossfading
voice tracks with music. The new voice tracker makes it possible for talent to
add commentary during a song by aojusting audio gain, and to fade music
or voice tracks during transitions. In addition, another new feature lets talent
quickly mark sections of an upcoming song and play it on -air. AudioVault
Flex can also be configured to suit individual workflow, and its new tabbed
gadget dock feature enables users to organize and stack gadgets into tabs
and quickly switch be': them

217-224-9600; www.bdcust.com bdcost@bdcast.com

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Selsitivry

 Switch -Selectable Mono (Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High cr Low ImpEdance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEXTm Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassis

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Radio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL JLTRASTYLETM colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cab net, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories anc tabletop class's are optionally available to
facilitate system design.

r7 f LIT! 1.71 1. V S:
. f." t .fl

RDL  659 N. 6th Street  Prescott, AZ  86301 io Design Labs
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Sessions and vents
Wednesday, Sept. 29

10 a.m. - Noon

1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

3:45 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 30

7:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

10:30 a.m. - Noon

Noon - 1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Ask the Experts: Building a Radio Station
Proper planning and an eye to the future will save time and money on your
office, studio and transmitter projects. Moderator: Gary Kline, Cumulus
Media. Panelists: Antonio Argibay, Meridian Design Associates Architects;
John Bisset, consultant; David Gilson, Lerman Senter; Andy Laird, Journal
Broadcast Group; Mike Starling, National Public Radio Labs

NRSC Meetings

Opening Remarks by Jeff Haley and Gordon Smith

Reception in the Marketplace

Breakfast in the Marketplace

Super Session - Goin' Mobile
In a world where mobile devices are with us all the time and always on,
this session takes a deep dive into the world of iPhones, Androids and
Blackberries and explores how they're changing our lives. Presenter: Fred
Jacobs, Jacobs Media

Ask the Experts: Technical/Regulatory/Legal/FCC
FCC staff, communications attorneys, engineers and broadcast
consultants answer questions on regulatory topics and federal compliance
matters. Moderator: Paul McLane, New Bay Media. Panelists: Ann
Bobeck, NAB; Jim Bradshaw, FCC; Peter Doyle, FCC; Lisa Fowlkes, FCC;
Richard Mertz, Cavell & Mertz; Gregg Skall, Womble Carlyle Sandridge &
Rice: Milford Smith, Greater Media; Glynn Walden, CBS Radio

Advertiser Keynote and Luncheon
Keynote speaker TBA

Ask the Experts: AM/FM/Digital Transmitter Manufacturers
New RF technology, digital radio power levels and maintenance, capital
budgeting. facilities upgrades, power bils, multi -transmitter sites, and
more will be discussed. Moderator: Steve Davis, Clear Channel Radio.
Panelists: Tim Bealor, Broadcast Electronics; David Hultsman, Continental
Electronics: Gary Liebisch. Nautel: Geoffrey Mendenhall, Harris
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3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Ask the Experts: The iBiquity HD Radio Team
This is your chance to ask about the future HD Radio, what new
implementations are in the works and what receiver manufacturers are
doing. Moderator: Chriss Scherer, Radio magazine. Panelists: Steve
Baldacci Sr., Joe D'Angelo Sr., Ashruf EI-Dinary, Jeff Jury and Albert
Shuldiner from iBiquity Digital

6 m. - 9p. p.m.
NAB Marconi Radio Awards Reception, Dinner and Show
Hosted by Ron Chapman, featuring a live performance by Jack Ingram

Breakfast in the Marketplace

Friday Oa. 1.,1

8 a.m. - 9 a.m.

9 a.m. - 10 :15 a.m.

10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.

Ask the Experts: Creative Audio Processing
Talk with the experts about audio processing experiences and learn what
they recommend. Moderator: Dom Bordonaro, Cox Radio. Panelists: Glen
Clark, Gaintenna; Frank Foti, Omnia Audio; Jeff Keith, Vorsis/Wheatstone;
James Loupes, James Loupes Associates; Greg Ogonowski, Orban/CRL
Systems

Ask the Experts: The AM Antenna Modeling Gurus
Get advice and guidance on what software is best, the potential pitfalls
of do-it-yourself modeling and what you need to know to comply with
FCC requirements. Moderator: Cris Alexander, Crawford Broadcasting.
Panelists: Benjamin Dawson, Hatfield and Dawson: Tom Jones, Carl T.
Jones; Ronald Rackley, du Treil, Lundin and Rackley; John Warner, Clear
Channel Radio

Noon- 1 :30 p.m.

Radio Luncheon
Charles Warfield is the 2010 National Radio Award recipient, WSTW-FM's
Graffiti Radio is the HD Multicast Award winner, and Christiane Amanpour
leads a newsmaker interview.

OlgIsal - Analog
Chinselibrater

ATITNITOMMItelliNGRANNITIRCI.

4.11 'ON S S. ---  IT  .

IV1
Monitor and Switch between 6 digital and 2 stereo analog sources.

AES Serial Digital and Balanced Analog Outputs
ndividual analog outputs for each digital input. Preset monitor levels. MONO check

VU Metering - peak hold. Headphone outputs. Large label -ready switches.

MP: OGICAL
flOORATCIFIIFS 800.806.8851 WWW.TITUSLABS.COM
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Tips, tricks, hints end more
Keep cool

Most engineers will be involved in at least one facility build at some point
in their careers. This project will likely involve a rack room. It's always a

challenge to maintain a balance between creature comforts Ithe people) and
proper equipment cooling. A rack of equipment can create a great deal of
heat, and it's no secret that heat is the enemy of electronics.

Most equipment rack installations I see are designed with passive thermal
management techniques, but active thermal management is an option. Regard-
less of the technique, there are several common mistakes often made. These

mistakes result in air flow hot spots, which can
lead to premature equipment failure.

While investigating some information about
proper thermal management I came across some
information from Middle Atlantic. The company
publishes a white paper that discusses thermal

Supply grilles in
raised floor grates

Racks Racks
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Figure 1. Ideal placement of cold air supply and hot
returns in a rack room.

We need your tips!
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips
may be suitable to earn SBE
recertification credits.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

management in great detail. If you are design-
ing a rack room, this is a good read. But there
are some basic rules to keep in mind that can be
applied in any situation.

Ideally, a rack room will be designed for proper
air handling from the start. Middle Atlantic describes
this as establish hot and cold aisles around equip-
ment. This plan provides an air flow from cold to hot
through and around the rack -mounted equipment.

Ideally, the cold air supply is delivered from the
floor, which can be a raised floor or floor -mounted
vents. The air return is in the ceiling. This establishes

the basic of the air flow from cold below to heat
above. The next step is to orient the racks so they
alternate front and back. In Figure 1 , there are three
rack rows. Notice how the equipment is placed
with the fronts facing in two rows and the back
facing in the next row. The air intake for the rack
is placed at the bottom of the rack front. Some
equipment also has air intake vents on the front.
The cold air will flow into the rack at the bottom
and rise as it is heated by the equipment. The hot

By Chriss Scherer, editor

air returns are placed in the opposite aisles at the
rear of the equipment.

This is only the first step in thermal management,

however. Ensuring proper air flow within the rack
creates the second step in the process. Too often,
vented rack panels are placed in incorrect posi-
tions, resulting in localized convection loops that do

not properly vent the heated air within the rack.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate the proper placement

of vented panels to ensure optimal air flow. For
passive cooling (Figure 2), a vented rear door is
recommended. With active cooling, a solid rear
door should be used. Both systems note that the air
intake vent should be at the bottom of the rack.

Incorrect
Passive convection

with front -intakes
on equipment

Don't Install
vented rack

panels between
front -intake
equipment

Correct
Passive convection

with front -intakes
on equipment

t
Vented

rack
face

Vented
rack

panels

.rao.

Fully or
partially
vented

rear door

rr

Side vie',.

Figure 2. Passive thermal management

Vented
rack
face

Incorrect
Forced air

with front -intakes
on equipment

Rack f n

Side view

Correct
Forced air

with front -intakes
on equipment

Rack fan tt
Avoid vented -

rack panels,.. --
in upper six

spaces of rack

Upper
vents
in rear
door

er1.

Side view

Figure 3. Active thermal management

Both methods rely on providing the most natural
airflow to ensure the heated air is evacuated and
not recirculated into the rock and equipment.

Diagrams courtesy of Middle Atlantic

No upper
vents in
rear foor

ti
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Allen & Heath
XB- 1 4

The XB-14 received a
Radio magazine Pick Hit
at the 2010 NAB Show.

By Chris Wygal, CBRE

0 n more than one occasion, I have built small production studios using
small -format mixing consoles. These rooms are rarely used on the air,
but inevitably someone in production or management says, "I wish this

little console would trigger our CD decks and mute the speakers when we open
the mic." It's a legitimate concern, and engineers are forced to use their creative
devices to install start closure buttons to trigger playback devices and relays to mute
studio speakers. Because of this, I was pleasantly surprised when Allen & Heath
unveiled the XB-14, a small -format audio console with cool features galore.

Features for radio
The Xb-14 boas:s features that complement

on -air environments where triggering and remote
interfacing are essential. Inputs one through four
are mono with three -band EQ (sweepable mids),
100Hz rolloff, input gain (69dB range), pan, aux
send, and an on/off button. The on/off button is
programmable via dipswitches on the rear of the
mixer and can be disabled or permanently on. The
mono input channel faders will also mute the control

Performance at a glance
Remote start/stop

logic on stereo input
channels

Mic channels mute
control room

speakers

USB I/O

External monitor input

Guest and host
headphone jacks

Talkback and mix -
minus features

Rack mountable

room speakers by simply pulling up the fader.
External remote control on the XB-14 is connected

through two DB-15 jacks. All channels have a Mix
B that routes the channel to an unbalanced stereo
output via RCA jacks, where mix -minus or an ad-
ditional recording output can be established. The
mono channels will accept mic level inputs via XLR
jacks and line level inputs via 1/4" jacks along
with insert points for outboard processing.

Adding Ma Bell
Two telco channels make the XB-14 unique. Both

channels have male and female XLR jacks above
the channel strips. Each telco channel features two -

band EQ, and a talk button and clean -feed source
selecto. With the talk button, the user can talk back
to the caller off air. The clean feed source allows
the use( to toggle between routing program audio
or AUX send output to the caller. If program audio
is selected, the XB-14 automatically mix -minuses the
telco channel out of program on the clean feed so
the caller doesn't hear echo on the return. The built-in
mix -minus feature is truly a unique breakthrough for
a small -format mixer. The telco channels also have
start switching remote interface logic.

The XB-14 has seven stereo inputs: One, three,
five and seven are fully balanced on I/4" TRS
jacks. Inputs two and four are unbalanced RCA
inputs and input six is a USB interface. The USB
interface is 1.1 and 2.0 compliant and facilitates
bi-directional audio to and from a computer. The
USB source input is routable to stereo input three.
Program, Mix B or aux + mono can be routed
to the USB mixer output. The USB interface uses
Windows and Mac Core Audio drivers, so no
extra software or drivers are necessary. The USB
connector is housed above the stereo 4 -channel
strip. Depending on which input is selected, the
corresponding source audio equipment can be re-
motely started by depressing the on/off button.

Get outta here
As far as outputs go, the XB-14 allows for flex-

ibly interconnecting with all audio equipment. The
master section is home to record output, control
room speaker output, Mix B output and an external
monitor input, all of which are on stereo unbalanced
RCA jacks. Main program output is via electroni-
cally balanced XLR jacks and includes 1/4" insert
points. Mono out is via an unbalanced RCA jack,
and aux out is via a 74" balanced jack. Two guest
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headphone jocks and one control room headphone
jack are available with separate volume and source
controls. Aux, Mix B, USB in and external moni-
tor can be separately routed to the control room
speakers and/or headphones. Pre -fader listen can
be made available to the guests, selectable on
the front panel. A momentary talk -to -guest button
allows the user to talk off air to the guests on their
headphones. The level adjustment for Mix B is made

on a rotary knob just above the main program mix
fader, which like the input faders has a 100mm
throw. It is interesting to note that unity
gain on the input and outputs faders is
0dB and is situated at the very top of
the fader. The XB-14 uses a 12 -segment
LED meter indicating levels from -30VU
to +16VU. The meter can also indicate
pre -fader listen input levels.

Two DB-15 connectors allow for remote

control of other audio gear. The Remote B

Allen & Heath
P 800-431-2609

W www.allen-heath.com

E info@allen-heath-usa.com

connector holds the start and stop pulses
for stereo inputs one through seven. The
Remote A connector is home to speaker
muting relays and external remote mic
and telco channel muting. The external
meter socket feeds line (OVU at OdBu)
program left and right levels to an audio
meter via a DB-9 connector. The 12
configuration dipswitches on the back
of the mixer allow for setting up different
on/off button options.

Using unbalanced RCA jacks for con-
nection to control room speakers and an
external monitor source can be viewed
in two ways: Cost effectiveness on the
part of the manufacturer, and/or end -
user usability. In the case of the XB-14,
providing options for users to interconnect
with prosumer grade audio equipment is
paramount. Additionally, for example,
small powered speakers almost always
have unbalanced inputs, and nearly every
FM or AM receiver has RCA jacks. In
that regard, the XB-14 is a friendly and
forward -thinking product. In providing
USB in/out, remote interfacing, telephone
hybrid ins and outs, and a beautiful mix
of unbalanced and balanced ins and
outs, the XB-14 will easily find a home

FIELD REPORT
where multiple applications and close attention to
the budget are necessary.

vvygai is the programmer, engineer and Web designer
for Liberty University in Lynchburg, VA.

Editor's note Field Reports are an exclusive Rada magazine feature
for radio broadcasters. Each ruurirt is prepared by well-quaitied staff at
a radio station, production facility or consulting ca- pang.

These reports are performed by the irciustry, for the nasty. Manu
facturer support is limited to providing ban equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the malts of any
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an
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Arrakis ARC -8 by Gil T. Wilson

/think I may have found an actual "radio station in a box." The Arrakis
ARC -8 console seems to have it all and is versatile enough to be used from
the top engineering professional to the amateur podcaster at home.

This little console has a great look and feel and is easy to use right out of
the box. It also comes with a USB connection to hook into any computer for
playing or recording. I hooked this up to my laptop with Windows 7 and the
device was recognized immediately and all drivers installed without a hitch.
Soon I was off and running with limits only bound by my imagination.

The Arrakis ARC -8, a computer, music library and transmitter would be
all one would need to run a radio station. The
console comes with free Digilink-Xtreme software,
which contains a working app for just about
any radio station need, automation (with some
limits on the free version), production and phone
recording. The only bug I ran into when installing
the software was that I was using Windows 7,
and in Windows 7 the font folder is protected,
so you have to manually copy and paste the

Performance at a glance
Single stereo

mixing bus

Mix -minus bus

Two mic inputs

USB audio
connection 1/0

Includes Digilink-
Xtreme software

four fonts used in the Xtreme software into the
Windows font folder. That is a Windows issue
and not one that could be found as a fault in the
Xtreme software.

If a person had limited space or startup capital this
handy console would be perfect. It would also be
nice to have on -hand for emergencies. The quick
power up would get a radio station back on the
air with very little time involved in setup.

Flexibility
The versatility of this console is what I found

to be most admired. Some potential uses that
are perfectly suited for this console are: Remote

broadcasts, podcasting, recording studio, mobile
DJ service, emergency backup board, or even as
the main board for a radio station.

The inputs to the eight channels are simple to
use. There are 10 inputs that can be channeled
into the eight slide pots. These include a single
stereo mixing bus with both balanced and unbal-
anced nputs; PC USB output of the program bus
for recording to a PC; monitor/headphone/cue
system with external input for off -air monitoring;
cue system autocues with program dimming
into the monitor and headphone systems; and
balanced mix -minus telco output. The board can
also be hooked into a system to turn the on -air
light on and off when the microphones are turned
on or off. The system also provides talkback for
the mix -minus.

Most of the inputs are both RCA and balanced
RJ-45 inputs, with the exception of the two XLR
inputs for the two mic channels (with optional
48Vdc phantom power), the RJ-45 for telco, and
the PC USB with channel eight being used as the
PC out. The button to switch channel eight between
PC and whatever you have plugged into the RCA
jack input is conveniently located on top of the
console so you, in actuality could have that extra
channel at the push of a button. Another conve-
nient fecture is that the headphone jack is 1/8"
and not the '/4" that used to be standard. I call
this convenient because anymore headphones are
standard with 1/8" jacks and an adapter can be
used. Plus, earbuds can be used in a pinch.

USB, too
The ARC -8 contains a built-in, Windows -and Mac -

compatible, USB sound card on channel 8B with
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USB connection too PC. Most Windows -compatible
audio software can play and record from the con-
sole. The Digilink-Xtreme software will recognize the
ARC -8 console and operate in the free ARC mode
to provide live on -air features ideal for broadcast,
Internet or podcast-style radio applications.

One of the tasks I ran this board through was to
produce a multitrack recording of a local band.
Using the USB connection I ran the board through

This console
packs a lot into

a relatively small
package.

my laptop using Adobe Audition 3.0. The quality
was perfect and the convenience of running the
various instruments and microphones through the
board made switching between tracks easy. At
the beginning of the recording all levels were
set, which made multi -track recording easy just

FIELD REPORT
by turning on or off each channe' - thus turning
a laptop into a portable recording studio.

This console packs a lot into a relatively small
package, weigh-
ng in around 10
oounds. Its dimen-
sions are 11.5"
;depth), 2" (height)
and 18" (width).
This could easily
fit into a small suit-
case/road case.

No matter what use you have with an audio
console, the ARC -8 could fill that need and not take

up too much space, require an ergineer to install
every time you use it and be carried a-iywhere.
All this is done without losing any audio quality.

Arrakis Systems
P 970-461-0730

W www.arrakis-systems.com

E anokis@arrakis-systems.com

Wilson is an announcer, producer, webmaster and pro-
motions guy at WAKC-AM/FM, Lawrenceville, IL.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusrae Radio magazine lea'
for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -qualified stai!
a radio station, production facility Cr consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry. for the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to prowling loan equipment and to aiding the
author 0 requested.

tt is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the -esults of any
deuce tested, positue a negative No report should be considered an
endorsement or disapproval Dy Radio magazine

NAGRA LB
Compact and versatile two -channel recorder

The Nagra LB fulfills many recording applications
from wildlife recording, sound effects cc Ilecting,
news gathering and even music product of work..

 Linear PCM, MP2, MP3 recording
 24 bit/ up to 192 kHz sampling

Pre -record buffer
Internal flash and removable Compact Flash

 Full audio editing system
 Bluetooth / Ethernet / USB 2.0 file traniMiSSIO

41111111111

A. 414,dar. 

For more information:
800-813-1663

www.nagraaudio.com

Choices,
Choices.

AudioSc,ence Tuner Cards Ovill

lots to choose from. Monitor
your choice of 8 FM or AM
stations simultaneously. Choose

your format: PCM, MPEG-1 layer

2 or MP3. Choose your bus: PCI

or the new PCI Express. And
your drivers: Windows 7, XP or
Linux. For tuner cards, there's

only one choice: AudioScience.
For information, call us at
-1.302.324.5333 or email us

at salesasi@audioscience.com.

ASI 8821/8921
Tuner features:

 PCI (ASI8821) or
PCI Express (ASI8921)

 Single antenna input

 Low power, half-size
card

 Up to 8 cards in one
system

 RDS/RDBS coR.D.s
info capture

*/1710,91MIX4J7) www.audioscience.com 401 /1/0"
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ltitrack audio recorder
Sonoma Wire Works
FourTrack: This multitrack audio recorder
captures musical ideas and record songs
with the iPhone headset mic, or an iPod
Touch 2nd Gen (OS 3.0) with a third -party
mic and headphones. Everything is recorded
at 16 -bit, 44.1 kHz quality. Everything from
the multi -touch fader, to the spinnable pan
wheel was designed with the iPhone in mind.
Use FourTrack's Wi-Fi sync to downloaded
recordings to any computer with a browser.
Load tracks into any recording software to
continue working on songs. Or launch Riff -
Works to import FourTrack songs complete
with pan and a .

www.sonomowireworks.com
info@sonomawireworks.com

Nil(' pre and 1)1
True Systems
PT2-500: The PT2-
500 conforms to the
modular 500 Series
format. Like all the other
preamps in the True Systems
family, the PT2-500 delivers detailed analog
depth and a robust, reliable design. But the
FT2-500 is 500 -module sized, so it can work
with an existing installation, saving additional
power supplies and multiple racks. It features
up to 70dB of high -headroom, low -noise mi-
crophone gain. Switchable phantom power,
E0Hz high-pass filter and polarity reverse give
the unit flexibility in a tiny space

520-721-2735; www.true-systems.com

FM measurement system
Axel Technology
Wolf: Wolf measures and certifies signal alteration and decay through the broadcast path, and reports real-time information
and alerts whenever any detected parameters should be under the selected threshold, eventually switching between main and
emergency sources. In typical installations a master Wolf unit is placed at the end of the on -air studio audio path, and constantly
compares all the signals to the Wolf slave units, situated on each local antenna tower; each local unit performs accurate audio
monitoring, and manages complex changeover features both for local and studio audio signals. Wolf also features complete RDS
filter/splitting management, built-in RBDS and MPX decoders and a wide range of I/O connections, both analog and digital.

+39 51 736555; www.axehedmology.com; info@axeltechnology.com

FM radio monitoring receiver
Deva Broadcast
DB4000: DB4000 permanently monitors the
quality and continuity of up to 50 FM stations
with features such as TCP/IP connectivity,
audio streaming and automatic alerts on out -of -

predefined ranges in regards
with the ITU-R. In case of any
faults in the transmission the
maintenance staff will be
alerted via e-mail or SMS.
It allows the monitoring
of RDS/RBDS and some
other signal parameters from
anywhere. With the external
Audio Stream Server option
you can listen to, skim and
record the audio from any
station.

+359 56 820027
www.deyabroadcost.com
soles(cccleyabroadcast.com

Communication and
equipment shelters
Precision Quincy
XP Series: Preci-
sion Quincy's line of
XP Series Shelters are

designed to meet the
changing needs of
broadcasters. The
company offers full

service design and
engineering along
with its line of custom manufactured equipment
shelters and cabinets. It guarantees compliance
with all codes, programs, specifications and zones.
XP shelters are strong but lightweight, and attractive

yet low maintenance. They feature many industry -
first innovations including "passive ventilation" roof
design and a potent -pending super lightweight
fire -rated construction. These extra design features
allow the XP series to be used virtually anywhere
equipment protection is need, I

815-338-2675; www.precisionquincy.com
pqsales@tprecisionquincy.com
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Audio converter
NTP Technology
DAD AX24 192 PHD: The
DAD AX24 192 PHD is an
eight -channel AD/DA audio converter. Available with eight analog inputs or eight
analog outputs channels, or both, it is operated via the DADman control application,
which runs on Mac OS X and Windows. The application is capable of handling
128 channels and can be automated from Avid Pro Tools, emulating the Avid Pro
Tools PRE, or via EuCon for operation from the EuphoniK MC -Pro and 5 -MC hardware
controllers. Sampling rate is 384kHz with DSD at 64 frame/s or 128 frcme/s and
352.8kHz DXD

+45 4453 1188; www.ntp.dk; ntp@ntp.dk

RI 1

Rack equipment
Argosy Console
Spire: Ancillary rack equipment and monitors are no longer relegated to "less -
than -impressive" boxes and stands. Spire solutions protect and display some of your
most valued equipment keeping it well organized and accessible at all times.

800-315-0878; www.argosyconsole.com; nancy@argosyconsole.com

www.pulse.com

TEN MILLION CIRCUITS
SHIPPED AND COUNTING!

The new PCAU-SUITE Tl Codec/

Studio-to-Trasnmitter-Link does it all.

Free Ethernet over Ti

Free Enhanced apt -X-

 Free Full Duplex Stereo

Free Lightning Protection

Free Ti Drop & Continue

800.841.1005

Handheld vector network analyzer
Anritsu
VNA Master: The VNA Master MS2026B is a handheld solution for two -port
measurements. It specifically addresses complex cable and antenna measurement
needs in the field with accurate, vector corrected two -port magnitude, phase, and
distance -to -fault measurements. MS2026B covers a frequency band from `kHz to
6GHz, which contains a wide variety of radio frequency communications systems.
This measurement tool offers the industry's first 12 -term error correction algorithm in
a handheld VNA. Using a three -receiver architecture, the MS2026B can measure
all four S -parameters at once with a single tonne ' n to the DUT

800-ANRITSU; www.us.anritsu.com; us-sales@anritsu.com

GPS controllers
International Tower Lighting (ITL)
RLC-201-GUI, RLC-203-GUI: The RLC-201-GUI Controller provides wireless
sash synchronize:, ;r AM tower arrays. It features wireless GPS-based flash synchro-
nization, and controls one L-864 LED or incandescent beacon and up to five L-810
LED or incandescent markers. The GPS antenna can be mounted remotely or on the
enclosure. Its flash rate is adjustable for 20 or 30FPM, and it features a manual mode
control switch, indicator lights for operating mode and flash command, and a built-in
fusing for beacon, markers and photoelectric cell (PECI. Alarm relays indicate failure
of lamp, flasher, marker, PEC and Power Fail. Mode relay indicates day or night mode
operation. 1 20Var and 730Vcic Inteina,innal versions are available

615-256-6030; www.it1-11ccom; info@it1-11c.com

The new PCAU-SUITE Tl Codec/

Studio -to Transmitter -Link does it

all - and protects against Hackers,

Malicious viruses. Power outages

and Uncompressed HD bit error

corruption. Even automatic and

instant switching to analog links if

digital links fail.

All with a new hybrid IP-T1 "Best of

Both Worlds" architecture to leverage

studio IP with the Armored Ti PCAU-

SUITE for real world resiliency. security

and quality. That fact is, T1s cost less

today, so you can have it all. Secure

HD. FM and AM with Enhanced

apt -V.' 24 -bit clarity. Ethernet -over -T1.

RS232 and telemetry.

Pulsecom is a P. , : -,ark of Hubbell Incorporated

(NYSE HUBA. HUBB). apt -X- is a trademark of Audio

Processing Technology Licensing Ltd.
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Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X-10008
Bring major market sound to
your radio station with the dual.
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B.
(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances, X -1000B offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!

ARMSTRONGAlijkt I IANJRAIT TER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.com A www.armstrongtx.comj

ES-185U/NTP GPS Master Clock
With ESE's Master Clock, you can display Universal Time Code
via the 12 -channel GPS reciever and generate many types of
Time Code (NTP, SMPTE/EBU, IRIG-B, ESE-TC89, ESE-TC90
RS232C/ASCII, & USB), and an extremely accurate 1PPS signal.

You can also easily interface with new or existing computers,
automation and clock systems. Visit www.ese-web.com for
all your time synchronization needs.

ESE, 142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 USA, Tel (310) 322-2136

NEW PRODUCTS

Neartield studio monitor
Blue Sky International
SAT 6.5 EXR: The SAT 6.5 EXR is a
two-way, bi-amplified, 200W, nearfield,
ported studio monitor, featuring two
100W amplifiers, a single 6.5" high -
excursion hemispherical woofer, and a
1" dual concentric diaphragm tweeter
with integral wave guide for superior
off -axis response. It can be used with
or without a subwoofer. The rear panel
incorporates two completely independent
balanced input stages with XLR connec-
tors. The main input is for standard 80Hz
bass -managed operation, and makes the
SAT 6.5 EXR fully compatible with Blue
Sky's SUB 12, SUB 212 and SUB 15
Universal. This input features an 80Hz
high-pass network, with phase correction
alter. The second Extended Range input is
for applications where a sub is impracti-
cal, or as a second confidence input.

516-249-1399; www.abluesky.com
info@i)abluesky.com

acoustic paucls
Acoustical Solutions
Sonex Audio Tiles: Sonex Audio
Tiles come mai x I x l" size, which
allows for the highest level of design
and acoustical performance as studios
can be treated in the exact points of
reflection. They are designed for high
frequency noise control in broadcast
and recording studios. These low -profile,
sound -absorbent foam tiles are available
with beveled edges and come in both
gray and white. They are also available
in a sculpted pattern or flat face finish.

800-782-5742
www.mousticalsolutions.com
info(dacousticalsolutions.com
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Alert monitor
Enberg Electronics
PC12: The PC 12 includes a BA I 2CTL
controller, FN2 ring detect module
(which will detect conventional 90Vac
ring on two separate lines), licensed
software CD and one RS -485/232
adapter to interface with a PC's serial
port. The PC 12 outputs RS -485 serial
data which can be run a very long dis-
tance in any environment. Designed to
be used with a PC, minimum hardware
requirements are a Pentium 3 CPU,
400MHz minimum with 51 2MB RAM.
The software will run on Windows
XP sp I , 2000, or later with Dotnet
2.0 framework installed. There is no
need to have the PC connect to the
Internet. The PC 12 has complete user
configurable settings for text, font (4
choices), background color, label
color, font color and screen size (full
or widescreen)
317-683-8792; www.enbergelec.com

info@enbergelec.com

UPGRADES and
UPDATES

Studer recently sold several On
Air 3000 digital consoles and
in the process surpassed the
1,000 mark. (www.studer.ch)...
Steinberg has released Nuendo
5, which includes several new
features, including an ADR
toolset, the Clip Packages
system, new plug -ins and a
range of mixing, routing and
automation enhancements.
(www.steinberg.net)...0mnia
Audio has shipped the 5,000th
Omnia.One audio processor.
(www.omniaaudio.com)...
RCS has released GSelector
3.15.1, Updating the program
architecture, third -party tools and
reporting. (www.rcsworks.com) 
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Inovonics Model 730 is the
Swiss Army Knife of Radio Data Encoders
 Supports 'Song Tagging, TTVIC 2 nd o -.her RT+ apps.

 Versatile connectivity: USB, Serial, 2), TCP/IP, UDP, UECP

 Dynamic -DNS utility for non -static IPs

 Front -panel programmable

 Fully compatible with popular playout systems and
third -party software applications

09 -EXT Now Plajing Bc-13 CASE OF LOVIN'
by ROBERT PALMER on I< OS FM 91.7

1
`-1 I novon ic s

www.inovon.com
1-800-733-0552

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Nois&TM

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials

Toll Free 1.888465-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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Telephone hybrid
Glensound Electronics
Copper 29: The Copper 29 digital hybrid, part of the Atomic Range of products, uses
a two -pass, twin DSP process, giving a dedicated device -to -echo cancellation, with mix -
minus generation. The second DSP takes care of the further processes of the compressor/
limiter, automatic gain control (AGC), band pass filters and auto ducking. The result is an
audio signal with better than -80dB of separation. A CPLD device is utilized to manage
sample rate conversion to remove any unwanted delay, and a voice optimized DAA
ensures compatibility with worldwide impedance matching. Auto answer is included as
a selectable option, and the inputs and outputs ore available as balanced analog or
AES3. Due to modern facility control systems, the maximum control level was implemented
with 8Vdc loops for control of multiple functions and full control via RS -232.

+44 1622 753662; www.glensound.co.uk; sales@glensound.co.uk

un'il satellite receivers
viaRadio
DSR Series: Manufactured in Germany, the DSR series decodes DVB-S and S2
with the latest high -efficiency codecs including MPEG 1 and MPEG 2 (Layer 1, 2, 3)
MPEG2/4 AAC LC, HE vl and v2, and AC3, making it possible to deliver broadcast
quality audio over a 128Ksym channel. The 1 RU box has no moving parts and features
two sets of AES/EBU and balanced stereo audio outputs. It can decode both chan-
nels at once in digital or analog with a very short, stable and programmable delay.
Control signals or data such as RDS or PAD can be output via serial ports or using the
Ethernet port to control up to eight different IP devices. There are seven relay outputs
on the box. The DSR also supports up to 8GB of professional -grade flash storage for
store and forward of satellite or IP delivered audio, conditional access decryption and
audio input and output via IP

321-242-0001; www.viaradio.com; sales(aviaradio.com

Direct play remote
Tascam
RC-SS20: The Tascam RC-SS20 is a direct play remote for its lineup of solid-state
recorders. Compatible with the new SS -R1, SS-CDR1 and HD -R1, the RC-SS20 provides
20 buttons to begin instant playback. The self -illuminating keys and load button are
ideal for use with the Flash Start feature on the SS -R1 and SS-CDR1, whether triggering
sound effects, music cues, announcements or other sounds.

323-726-0303; www.tasaim.com; tascamkt@tascom.com

MODEL 340

DYNAMAX MX SERIES
 6 to18 channel con-igurations
 24 or 36 inch wide 'rames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo
and two Mono)

 Metering for all 4 Cutouts
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on firsT two channels

215-547-2570
www.sandiesusa.com

SANDIES
MODEL 343
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Modular Operation in Op -X allows
for a tiered system at a fraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable 5
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice -tracking allows for
creation of content for remote 
studios also running Op -X.
The revolutionary design of
Op -X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op -X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op -X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

A fast pacEd statio2 needs a system that can
keep up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the
tools we need to de'iver the sound Houstonians
have come to expect from KRBE."

-Leslie Whittle. Program Director
KRBE, Houston, TX
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AUTOMATION
SIMPLE  POWERFUL  REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced

to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is

with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at the

new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -

station cluster. Op -Xs versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with

either Axia lP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc
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Workstation
Custom Consoles
EditOne: A key feature of EditOne is its

compact shipping size. It has a 2.3 x 1.03m
footprint including a profiled horizontal work
surface with an optional dual 2RU desktop pod.
A 13RU-high equipment bay supports the left

half of the desk which is set forward at a 15 de-
gree angle for easy access. The equipment bay
includes space for a tower PC. Fully integrated
cable management allows wiring to be routed
easily throughout the desk structure as well as
enabling easy connection to external equipment
and breakout boxes. The equipment bay is well
ventilated and provides easy equipment access
from front or rear.

44 1525 379909; www.nntomconsoles.co.uk

Two -channel Cobranet interface
AudioScience
ASI2202: The ASI2202 is a professional CobraNet card using
the Cirrus Logic technology for streaming audio over Ethernet. The
ASI2202 provides two channels of CobraNet receive and transmit
and can be connected to any CobraNet-compliant device. Audio -
Science provides ASIControl, an application that allows CobraNet
routing connections to be set up between the ASI2202 and any other
compliant CobraNet device on the network. CobraNet Discovery
can also be used for routing connections.

302-324-5333; www.audiostience.com; sales@audiosdence.com

Find the mic
winner
July issue
Congratulations to

Lyle Henry
of Los Angeles.

I- is name was drawn from the correct
entries for the July issue. He won

Hosa HDC-800 headphones.

The mic icon was hidden in the control
panel of the rack -mount codec.

www.hosatech.com
N purchase necessary. For complete

rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

Radio Multi -Monitor with Audio, Status and Data Alarms!

L 1111,

1 MAIM

m3 Features

KD Rads°

FM 110.XNtz ST

AUTO WTLS

MO 3 112.
A.A. VICAT Way

MO Oak. Dr CRP

 3 independent AM, FM analog and HD Radio'
multicast tuners in 2RU

 Displays and decodes HD -1 through HD -8 PAD
Data and RBDS

 Separate antenna inputs for each tuner

:une, 2

FM 89 3MHz 140-1

AUTO W11.5

inscax. na- 

3

FM 89 3Mhz HD -2
AUTO NILS
M.   

JCIAST  NANO ...MA NAYMI.C.4 VIA10114r 
INN SE

1110,11 IlleV1C3

111
o  0La 

0,3

 6 assignable relay status alarms per tuner
section -18 total

 Dedicated analog and full-time digital outputs
with independent level controls

 Monitor your dts broadcast DaySequerra
Neural Sonounc www.daysequerra.com

0,ntiepoetra  154 Copp,, Road.Bodanq 902 - West Bede,. NJ 06091  Phone 050-710 nhnn  r170,0 no,Ceoneo
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WVRC-8 Web -enabled and Voice Dial -up Eight Channel Remote Control
Tne INRC-8 provides a cost-effective one rack -unit solution for web based status, silence sensor temperatu a senscr and power failure input can be

and/or recordable voice response dial -up transmitter site control. Each analog, configured to dial -out and/or emal up to four individual email addresses.
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Site Sentinel® 16 Web -enabled Sixteen Channel Site Remote Control System
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WVRC-4 Web -enabled and Voice Dial -up Four Channel
Remote Control
The WVRC-4 provides a cost-effective, half -rack solution for web based and/or

recordable voice response dial -up transmitter site control.

I/O Sentinel® 4
Web -enabled Four logiclstatus input,
four relay output module

Relay Sentinel®
enabled three relay module

Schedule Sentinel®
Web -enabled Event Scheduler

Status Sentinel®
Wer,-e-abled three status/logic module

01.111
Walla
MIND
WOMB

a4,114:121)

Status Sentinel® 16
Web -enabled Sixteen -input status/logic
module

Relay Sentinel® 16
Web -enabled Sixteen open collector/SS
relay module

WebSwitch
Remote Power Switch

Fm -
s1

 c
66610.

OMB SeIiel."
: IMMO

Site Sen!inel° 4 Web -enabled Four
Channel Site Remote Control System

/Jr itIT1 /

VAD-2 Plus
Dual channel Voice
alarm Dialer
The tinyTOOLS VAD-2 Plus is a

user programmable dual status

input multi -number vote/page-

auto dialer with integrated stereo

silence sensor. temperature

sensor and power failure port

designed for dial out paging ardor

voice message notification.

/  333,
ear c

"3.3r

AUDIO Sentinel'
Web -enabled dual channel
stereo silence monitor
The Audio Sentinel"' is a web
based dual channel stereo

silence monitor combined with

a transparent integrated audio

switcher. Designed to monitor

two balanced or unbalanced

independent stereo analog

audio sources.

USA Proud BROADCASTt o o Is
www.broadcasttools.com

PROBLEM SOLVED
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Audio disc authoring
Minnetonka Audio Software
discWelder Bronze 1000m: DiscWelder

Min .0111Naliati.klilixtmli Bronze 1000m produces DVPF, audio, DVD-videoond compact
discs from high -resolution stereo

102.  .40...

oNMINN2

audio files. It duplicates any
DVD-audio content into a disc's
video zone, creating universal
titles that play on any DVD
system. In creating the mirrored

video layer, it will preserve the
original sample rates of stereo
files up to 96kHz. This provides

much better fidelity and offers extended playing time.

192kHz source files are sample rate converted to
96kHz. DiscWelder Bronze 1000m also allows
users to burn DVD-Audio discs with gapless playback

of up to 192kHz/24-bit stereo mixes. It can also
down -sample high resolution files and create compact

discs within the same authoring projec'
612-449-6481; www.minnetonkaaudio.com

info,cf minnetonkoaudio.com

Fanless embedded
computer
Sealevel
Relio R5200:
Sea level's Relio

R5200 embed-
ded computer
offers a wealth
of I/O features
with the benefits of solid-

state operation with no fans or other moving
parts. The computer is powered by a 2.2GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU designed to run fanless
up to 45 degrees C. The compact chassis
has expansion slots for one PCI Express X16
and one full -height PCI card. The system sup-
ports up to 4GB of DDR2 667MHz RAM. An
optional 2.5" solid-state SATA hard drive can
be integrated and preloaded with Microsoft
Windows or Windows Embedded ()berating
systi-r < is also supported.

864-843-4343; www.sealevel.com
sales@sealevel.com

010r11111111111111111

Air
113,S1 Skim erPlus

Skimming, Logging and
Air Checks with ease.

SkimmerPlus Features
v. high -quality and highly

files simultaneously
 supports multiple professional audio

formats, such as PCM NI P2, and NIP I
 Supports recording from triggers

kutomatically manage hard drive space
 Up to 24 record decks available
 Individually customizable title bars

and record features for each deck
 Create and save event logs for fully

customizable unattended recording
 Control over record break points for

long-term recording
 Central skimming for multiple -station

111.4c111

Web Server Features
 Access mic checks from the

Internet with Web Interface
 Emailing of ftp links or audio

files from Web Interface
 Supports user account creation
 Fassily browse recordings

with an intuitive web design
 listening to last week's reconls 1"""

is just a calendar's click away

www.bsiusa.com

For More Information Call: 1 -888 -BSI -USA -1 - Email
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TWO CUTTING EDGE TWINS
TO HANDLE YOUR FM MONITORING NEEDS IN THE 21sT CENTURY

FROM w E COMPANY YOU HAV NOWN AND TRUSTED FO eVER  YEARS
Son

FMCS -1
d

FMHD-1
Power Increase Ready 'astable Mask

Rail.

ICI!IIELAR

Direct A/b
Digital FM Carrier Demodulation

 Frequency Agile Antenna And High True Level Inputs
 RF Spectrum Analysis With FFT Power Band Calculctions
 Metering Of Analog Total, Pilot, L, R, LR, And L -R
 Metering of HO 1../R/L+R/L-R Audio

Time Alignment Cross Correlations Analysis
16384 Samples, s 375 ms

 HD Control and Status Information
 HD SIS And PAD Data
 BER (bit error rate) Measurements
 RJ-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote

FM Carrier

AM_
PC Software

EIELAR BE

- All -in -One FM tior Monitor

11:11111SLAR

101E10 f rant
""

66.  
 Direct Sampling of FM RF Carrier
 Frequency Agile RF Input
 AM & Sync AM Noise Measuremen-s
 Variable BW Digital /F Filtering
 Digital FM Demodulat on with 100 1B 75 us SNR
 Variable BW Composite Filtering
 Digital Stereo Demodulation with 100 dB L/R Separations
 Full Metering of Anal )g Pea< and F.MS Values
 RDS Injection/Phase and FLU Data Decoding
 Two Dig tal SCA Decoders
 RF, Composite and Audio FFT Spectrum Analysis
 R7-45 Ethernet Interface with Remote PC Software

LAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
kalet, count on Bela, " Devon PA USA 611-687-5550 - s iles'a t elar.cotn - ssss s$.helar.corn

Not just another Web Based Remote Control

LSO I; AVVK

+ Native iPhone and iPad application
+ Monitors 8 input channels, analog or status
+ One web interface for all your sites
+ Connectivity options: cellular, WiFi, Ethernet

+ Notification of problems via email and
text messaging

+ Notification of link failure
+ Better lightning protection

+ 8 Opto-isolated outputs IMP I. IV= Y. NI OM 1:11.410 Os WEB I 1 am so

Web -based access to remotely monitor and control your transmitter from
anywhere you have an Internet connection

demo at www.HawkRemote.com

Turn Your Sine System into
a web based Remote Control

+ Monitor and Control your Sloe System Remote through the Internet
+Receiwe and Manage "Jotificalkons via -ext Messaging and Email
+ Suspend Notification- with one Click
+ Produce FCC Compliance Reports
+ Archiwe and Export Data
+ Assign Levels of User :ontrol

View_ J through Simile Trend :harts
and Wad pplicatic n

,101.77181*
L 1

The Next
Generation of HAWK

Remote Technology

www.HawkRemote.com for 1110IP info and a livi (IPrno
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Pinching shouldn't be painful.

Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them.
But the plain truth is that they just want your
cash, and lots of it!

In a time when cash is scarce, a better concept
in sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to
work for a smaller profit and pass the savings
along to the customer.

Realize the savings you can put in your pocket.

Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

pprogressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road  Streamwood, IL 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822

Systems
Shipping NOW!

Pro USB

AT -22
Turret

1
1 .0)  c, c to! e

  N
NM -250 PAKII

11111 AS -428

StereoRM-5 Rack Monitor/41r
Audio Switcher

A-240
Studio Power Amp

www.dixonsystems.com
See your dealer or call TOLL FREE: 1-800-387-6141

visit: www.torpeytime.com for our complete Ilne of clocks & timers

Now with DTMF Remote Control*

Most Reliable Translator/Monitor Receiver

Still the best performing, utility FM receiver on the market, the
Fanfare FT1AP and it's high sensitivity offers reliable reception in
places where s gnals are often scarce. Adding to its reliability in
places where signals must compete for clanty, the FT1AP-T
provides up to -30dB for first adjacent and -80dB for second.

Already in use for some 15 years as a Translator Receiver, the
FT1AP-T now operates 24x7 in the most exteme environments
all over North America and the World.

As an "Off Air" monitor in the studio, the FT1AP-M offers
audiophile quality fidelity for real time accuracy in air chain
settings.

'Available with optional DTMF Remote Control, the FT1AP-T can
be turned off and on, from the studio using a DTMF tone
sequence. Because the Fanfare receiver goes to standby when
turned off, it can be brought on line with a second set of tones,
over the audio line.

for more information see u5 on the web at www.fanfarefm.com
1

1
' fa ilfa /14e f/11.COM

Email "proInfo@fanfarefm corn"

1-800-268-8637 FAX- 866-791-7443

6509 Transit Rd., Unit t -I-1, Bowmansville tlY 14026
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Digital R.F. And Audio Management Solutions

DPS-100D True RMS Power Measurement System
Use the DPS-100D as a stand-alone power monitor/
antenna protection system, or use more than one DPS-
100D to create a monitor system for master antenna
applications or for complete RF facility site monitoring.

We take care of everything between your antenna and
your transmitter!

Fully integrated forward/reflected power measurement
with temperature and line pressure indication. Web inter-
face for remote viewing of all parameters. Unlike other
systems the DPS-100D sensor is field removable from
line section for easy service.

A full description, and specification for all of our RF
and Audio products can be found on our website.

www.Broadcast-Devices.com

ATB-300

GPM -300

OVIS

DAB -300

Multi Format I/O Syiicl-ronous AES Switchers

Can be configured in various combinations of Analog LJR
balanced I/O, AES3 Digital audio I/O and/or composite FM
Stereo base band I/O with DSP based stereo decoder.

Intelligent Silence Sensor for automatic switch over
operations and auto revert feature

ATB-300 :4/8 input switcher D/A) Ideal for wired & wire-
less STL interface

GPM -300( 8X8 cross point switcher) Ideal for sharing 1
source such as an EAS Generator with multiple studios.
Direct Serial Remote Control Interface for Digital Alert
Systems DASDEC and Sage ENDEC models

DAB-300.:Dual path switch) deal for digital audio IBOC
routing. Allows synchronous switching of analog & digi-
tal paths simultaneously

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Tel. (914) 737-5032 Fax. (914) 736-6916 bdi

FCC Certified
En Stereo Transmitters

zai.,

GET ON-THE-RIR, STAY ON -THE -AIR!

V 50W RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
ve' Simple to install!

What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of at
parameters, with automatic power reduction anc restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8. 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

THE ORIGINAL..
'STATION -IN -0-80X"

Since the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have
been put in service worldwice!

From temporary locations, rapid deploy
merit installations, to emergency broadcast tackles,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Bon' from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC

inbels Station 17rne, Veto., NY 14564
400 446 2)95 585 934 4560
www.ramseybroadcast.com

ranscom
orporation

Fine Jsed AM & FM Transmitters
Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

MIFM TRANSMITTERS
1 KW 1994 BE FMIC
1 KW 2009 Crown FM1000E, solid state
2 KW 2001 BE FM2-C, solid state
2 KW 2004 Harris Z2, solid state
3.5+1.75KVii 2007 BE FM1301, solid sate
3.5 KW 2007 Harris 2X3500, solid state
4 KW 2007 BE FM4C. solid state
10 KW 1999 Nautel FM10, solid state
14+5 KW 2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
20 KW 2005 BE FM20S, solid state
27.5 KW 1988 Continental 816R -4B, sold state IPA
35 KW 1986 BE FM35A

5 KW
50 KW

MAN IMPARTERS
1987 Harris MW5B
2006 Harris 3DX50 Destiny

OS
Used Harris 2nd Generation Digit Exciter with GPS
Used Hams 2nd Generation Digit Exciter
Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter
Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter with Exgine card
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF and UHF Tv Antennas (10vv to 10kW)
TV STL

USED laISCeuvipmENT
Used Bird Wattmeter

Please visit our web s te. www.hnamtv.corn for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite :00, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361
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MOORETRONIX
fikl)AI)( & I %I)l stklki 101 TR(111(

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available, the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device
and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

L,,ngley-Rice in Hawaii Using Terrain.30'.

Y.

... 2

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage

.1 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice. TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1.
PTR FCC and others with Probe 4 TN
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander Th'

4 Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2TM

.A Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3DT°

OftThe leader In broadcast
k lIMMUS11. A 110,,,, engineering consulting

software

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

REmotE Control Power!

Slcon-8 - Web & Dial -up Remote Control
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with Its internal Web
server, via telephone, auto -answering cell phone or our free software.
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes
scripting, e-mail alerts. multi -site management. virtual metering & more'

Includes
Action
Sequences!

D7 Purpose Dial -up c
M inexpensive dial -up remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4. programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your, user -defined. format for
interfacing to virtually any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port b generate tones. Includes free setup & control software

Silence Sentinal - Silenc( tor w/Web
Silence Sentinel ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio front any Web browser. When silence is detected. it can
perform user -programmed. automated. sequences of actions & can also
respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at wwvv.circuitvverkes.com

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
laylot
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

 Se Habla Espanol

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E

rip@rfparts.com

RF RF PARTS"
COMPANY

VERYITHilafG MEC
Thermal Printer Paper  9 meter x 38 mm rolls.

10 per pack ....

1.10 pack...... ..
2.10 packs... S18.00 ea

3 or more 10 packs... $16.00 ea.

Replacement Thermal Printer Modules with

step-by-step instructions....Only $57.00

Replacement Heavy Duty Switching Power

Supplies .... Only S41 95

MModel MSRA.Rlit Show 06
ulti -Station Relay Adapter

Control up to 4 Stations with one Endec .... Only .

RWT Automation Interface Moduless

Only 5' -.'9 ::, &

L.P'82.2

RWT / RMT Automation Interface Modules .... Only S153.00

Remote Controls ranging from just .... $109.00 to $399.00

ali

, 6 .:----.., ti
SE1822 ....1 Anal Jr

Ultimate

MSRA. Remote Controls and Automation Interface Modules are

compatible with the original SE1822 and the new 3644 Digital

For details on these and other innovative products
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at:

www.dmengineering.com

DM 2174 Chandler St.

Camarillo. CA 93010
. 9' "9 . 805-987-7881 800-249-04i.
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"Bay Country
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio

Broadcast Equipment

View our latest list of
equipment on-line at:

www.baycountry.com
or call and we'll fax it to you.

All equipment sold with
a 15 day return gurantee.

7 11 7 Olivia Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21220

Ph: 87 7-7 2 2-1031
Fax: 443-596-0 2 1 2

www.baycountry.com
email: sales@baycountry.com

Coming in the October issue of
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I 2010 Salary Survey
Learn what others earn
I Trends in Technology
Measuring IBOC compliance

On Location
The Atlanta Braves on radio
I Managing Technology
Open -source software
I Field Reports
Blue Mics Snowball &
Comrex Stac
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Radio
11-- Winny 49'*

01161 Vag yes
Mess

-

nott ltd
311111 La Plata 11w)
Farmington, NM 117401-11

Phone 50-327-5646
Fa% 50-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottlacorn

PHASETEK, INC.

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and
components expertise are available to de-

sign and fabricate any type of inductor or

special R.F. component.

Our experienced staff of engineers and
production personnel are dedicated to
provide the broadcast industry the highest

quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment.

GUST9tAPHA412611114TALLATIWa

RADIO STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
9 TOWER, SO KW DA -2 PHASOR SYSTEM

PHASETEK, INC.
550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951
PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

TOLL -FREE: 800-742-7383

BROADCAST
MAGNETICS
 New, Rebuilt, Retrofit

Plate, Filament

 Transformers
 DC, AC Chokes

 1Ph, 3Ph, Toroidal

MS
Magnetic Specialties, Inc.

192 Keystone Drive

Telford, PA 18969

Phone: 267-384-5231

Fax: 267-384-5236

Email: info©magspecinc.com

www.magspecinc.com

Consulting Frofessional Engineers

 Bpert Witness Testimony

 FCC Applications

 Frequency Searches

 Co -location Studies

 Coverage Modeling & Maps

 Interference Analysis Studies

 RF Exposure Studies & Reports

 Custom Map Preparation

Call us now

to discuss your

project needs.

352.367.1725

RI:Engineers, Inc.
alex@rfengineers.com
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CLASSIFIEDS

FOR SALE

Acoustics First
888.765-2900

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise"
http://www.acousticstirst.com

Running to the site,

Time to Remote the site I

Stackley Devices. 1.1..0

1609)647-9677

www.remote-outiet.com

INVITATION TO BID SALE OF SURPLUS STUDIO &

MASTER CONTROL EQUIPMENT by

FLORIDA GULF COAST UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES

10501 FGCU Blvd South  Fort Myers, FL 33965-6565

Competitive sealed bids will be received by the Of-
fice of Procurement Services for:
Invitation to Bid; 10M -S-2 - Sale of Surplus Studio
& Master Control Equipment

Opening Date and Time: October 12, 2010 at
2:00 p.m. ET

Bid becomes available for pick-up or on web:
September 9, 2010

An Invitation to Bid may be obtained by going to our
website http://www.tecu.edu/AS/Purchasing/
current-bids.html or by calling Procurement Ser-
vices at (239) 590-1130. The Office of Procurement
Services reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

Americans with Disability Act of 1990 - II special ac-
commodations are needed in order to attend the bid
opening, contact the Office of Adaptive Services at
(239) 590-7956 prior to the scheduled bid opening
date and time.

Get your own copy!
Each month. the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting:

FCC Update
Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
*Field Reports
New Products
RF Engineering

1111fr
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To start your own FREE subscription, go
to subscribe.fladioMagOnline.com?tc.nn6007

and complete the online form TODAY!
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Meet the professionals who write
for Radio magazine.

This month:
RF Engineering, page 10.

Jeremy Ruck
Senior Engineer
D.L. Markley

and Associates
Peoria, IL

,U,r ,ed

D.L. Markley and
Associates in 1989.
He graduated from
Bradley University
with a bachelor of

science in electrical engineering
degree. While at Bradley, Ruck
specialized in RF and transmission
lines, high voltage power systems
and control theory, and served as the
chairman of the student branch of the
IEEE. He is a registered professional
engineer in the state of Illinois.

He began writing the RF Engineering
column in 2010.
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SIGN OFF www.RadioMagOnline.com

by Erin Shipps, associate editor
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As part of the website re -launch of Stories from
the Golden Age (www.goldenagestories.com),
book publishing company Galaxy Press has

created its own radio station that will fea-
ture unabridged, multicast audiobooks
of pulp fiction short stories and books
written by author L. Ron Hubbard in the
1930s and 1940s, for free. In addition

to the Golden Age Radio, several eBooks
and audiobooks written by the author are
also being offered for free. The free eBook
and audiobook downloads are part of an
ongoing effort to educate general readers
on pulp fiction stories written in the 1920s,
1930s and 1940s.
Visit www.goldenagestories.com and click

on Golden Age Radio on the right or click
any of the categories on the left-hand side
to browse other audio books to play on the
multicast stream.

Sample and Hold
Radio Revenue Growth

BIA/Kelsey reports, "The radio industry will see its over -the -air revenues in 2010 climb 4.4 percent over last year to
$13.93 billion, with another $459.3 million in revenues coming from digital and online sources." This uptick, reported
in the third edition of BIA/Kelsey's quarterly Investing In Radio Market Report, comes from collective increases across
the country in the various radio markets. According to the report, top 10 market cities will average a 6.26 percent
increase, while a number of cities in scattered markets will hit 7.5 percent or greater. Markets 11 to 25 will raise an
average of 4.05 percent.
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$15.0 -
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$11.0 -
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Source: BIA/Kelsey
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

51,599

ARC-IIE

B channels

Stereo Program output

2 mic, 4 stereo line, PC, Phone in

USB interfa:e for play B record from a PC

Nix -minus in -out for an external Telephone Hybrid

BOTH balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs for flexibility

...what more need be said ?

53,495
ARC-I5BP

S5,495
MARC-15-12

www.arrakis-systems.com 9 7 0.4 81.0 73 0



FIVE MARKETS

OVER 40 STATIONS

PEATRIANGE

NETIORg;

For Entravision, with multiple stations in multiple markets,
a network with flexible functionality and reliability is key to
maintaining the strongest on -air presence with absolutely no
downtime. Listeners depend on Entravision for content tailored
to each community as well as demographically relevant pro-
gramming across the grid. Wheatstone's WheatNet-Bridge TDM
systems make it possible to keep such a network up and running
around the clock.

Entravision currently has Wheatstone TDM systems in 5 of Nokillillh-
their markets -including Los Angeles where 27 surfaces provide
programming for their eight Los Angeles area transmitter sites
and seven satellite uplink networks.

Rick Hunt, Vice President and Director of Radio Engineering
at Entravision Communications Corporation knows that taking
chances with unproven or ad -hoc technology simply isn't
feasible - that the ultimate cost of using less than the best
can be detrimental not only to day-to-day operations but to
their overall success.

"Entravision prides itself on delivering the highest quality content
and programming to our loyal base of radio and television audi-
ences. and we rely on the Wheatstone system as an important
piece of our broadcast equipment. The system is versatile, easy
to manage and one of the most advanced pieces of technology
on the market. It also delivers -an unmatched level of consistancy,
ensuring that our systems operate the same way regardless of
size or location."

You do your best to create and maintain a successful business.
Wheatstone designs and builds its networking systems, whether
TDM or IP based, right here in the USA. Wheatstone knows that
your programming, network and content are mission -critical, and
that failure is not an option. Don't leave it to chance - choosing
Wheatstone can only ensure your efforts are rewarded.../
continuously.

Give us a call or visit us on the web to ifetAlearn more - we'd love to hear from you.
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Rick Hunt, Vice President
and Director of Radio Engineering at

Entravision Communications Corporation,
with one of thew- Wheatstone G5 consoles.

wi..740cDt_i_tc) AUDIO NETWORKING -SIMPLY EVOLVED
phone 1.252.638-7000 I www.wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com




